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Abstract

The response of Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere (MLT) temperature to energetic par-

ticle precipitation over the Earth’s polar regions is not uniform due to complex phenomena

within the MLT environment. Nevertheless, the modification of MLT temperatures may

require an event based study to be better observed. Three Geospace events examined in this

study are: Magnetic Clouds (MC), solar wind Stream Interfaces (SI) and Polar Mesospheric

Summer Echoes (PMSE).

The MC is a transient ejection in the solar wind defined as the region between the pre-

ceding half of the z– component of southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF–Bz) and

the trailing half, which contained strong northward peak or vice versa, with an accompa-

nied large density enhancement that strongly compressed the magnetosphere. The varied

instrumentation which is located not only in South African National Antarctic Expedition

(SANAE) IV, but also at Halley, a same radial distance (L ∼ 4) location in the Southern

hemisphere, and at the vicinity of conjugate location in Northern hemisphere provide an

opportunity to test the theories applied to high latitude heating rates on arrival of MC. The

Halley riometer is used to monitor coincidences of absorption with arrival of a fortuitous

MC that was observed on 8 November 2004. Using Monte Carlo Energy Transport Model

(MCETM), the corresponding altitude of electron and proton energy distribution indicates

the importance of MC triggered geomagnetic storms on mesospheric dynamics.

At the arrival of SI near the Earth’s bow nose, compressional streams propagate into

the inner magnetosphere, where they fueled magnetospheric storms. A number of SI events

were obtained close in time to the pass of temperature retrieval onboard the Thermosphere

Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetic and Dynamics/Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broad-

band Emission Radiometry (TIMED/SABER) over SANAE IV. The relationship between

the ionospheric absorption measured by riometer and the layer of energetic particle pre-

cipitation from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Polar Orbiting Environ-

mental Satellites (NOAA/POES) was examined during these events. Here, a superposed
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epoch technique is described and implemented to obtain average temperature profiles during

SI–triggered particle precipitation. Prior to SI onset, there is no significant temperature

decrease below 100 km, whereas at the onset of the SI–triggered precipitation, we observe an

immediate superposed average temperature decrease of about 35 K around 95 km. Results

indicate that, cooling effects due to the production of mesospheric odd hydrogen might be

major contributors to temperature decrease under compressed solar wind stream.

PMSE, as a one–type Geospace event, exists because the electrically charged–ice particles

reduce the mobility of mesospheric free electrons. In this study, first long term observations

of PMSE, with Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) SANAE IV HF radar

(hereafter in this thesis referred as SuperDARN–PMSE), is presented. An extraction al-

gorithm is described and implemented to obtain SuperDARN–PMSE during the summer

period of years from 1998 to 2007. We examined the SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate in

relation to geomagnetic activity and flow of mesospheric winds. Furthermore, the tempera-

ture changes in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE has been studied. The SuperDARN–PMSE

peaks coincide with lower summer mesopause temperature and higher geomagnetic activity.

Analysis of neutral wind variations, in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE peaks, indicates the

importance of pole to pole mesospheric transport circulations.

In addition, the mid–latitudes thermospheric zonal winds variations from the year 2005

to 2008 and its relevance to magnetospheric activity are examined. These studies could

be directed towards achieving a more self–consistent interpretation of how the MLT energy

budget is affected by magnetospheric processes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and background theory

The primary focus of this study is to examine possible temperature changes in the Meso-

sphere (50–100 km) and lower thermosphere (100–180 km) (MLT) region during some specific

Geospace events. A great number of variables are involved within the MLT energy balance.

Solar radiation, particle precipitation due to geomagnetic storms, tropospheric waves, tur-

bulence, winds, chemical reactions, Joule heating, infrared cooling, photo electrons and

heat conduction altogether participate significantly in heating (increase in temperature) and

cooling (decrease in temperature) processes. It is as a consequence of this complication that

estimating and evaluating the MLT temperature changes is an exigent scientific challenge.

The Mesosphere and Lower–Thermosphere call attention to the need to consider both of

the two regions simultaneously, if one desires to obtain a perfect and consistent overview of

the energy budget at these heights. The region of the MLT is however, affected in a number of

ways. During geomagnetic storms, driven by Geospace events, the atmosphere can experience

an increase in energy inputs from particle precipitation. The precipitating particle can affect

the atmospheric conformation via excitation, dissociation and ionisation. The atmospheric

compositional changes will, in turn, induce infrared cooling rates and/or chemical heating

rates, depending on the specific Geospace event that triggered the precipitation. While some

of the Geospace events trigger energetic particles of magnetospheric origin and, thus, affect

the MLT composition, others may need atmospheric features such as turbulence, gravity
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waves and tides to cause any effect. In view of this, it is critical to consider the MLT

temperature variations in relation to natural activities. This will help to differentiate them

from the perturbations induced by global changes. Since natural activities are not of the

same origin, it is more important to discern between the various Geospace events influencing

the MLT dynamics. In other words, the MLT effect caused by specific Geospace events

can be examined on an individual basis. As noted earlier, some of the specific Geospace

phenomena, upon which attention is focused, are Magnetic Cloud (MC), solar wind Stream

Interfaces (SI) and Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE).

In addition to the new input of this work to the MLT temperature research, the use of both

ionospheric and atmospheric measurements has been included. Traditionally, magnetospheric–

ionospheric and lower atmospheric science communities have been somewhat detached, show-

ing different interests in studies of Geospace events. This sort of disconnection is, of course,

hollow because the neutral atmosphere and magnetosphere are not separate domains. For

this work, using a MCETM, it is natural to assume vantage of both magnetospheric–

ionospheric and neutral atmospheric observations, since it permits scope for a thorough

understanding of the concatenation of activities emerging from the magnetospheric particle–

induced ionisation to MLT temperature modifications.

Different topics presented in this study are, largely, dependent on the availability of the

data thus, some of the specific subjects are outlined at the beginning of each chapter. This

thesis consists of prelusive parts and the latter parts of the thesis are devoted to the data

analysis and results obtained within the context of this study. The remainder of this in-

troduction provides a brief description of how the Sun and Earth environments are coupled

through radiative, dynamic and magnetic processes. Between the Sun and the Earth is the

neighbourhood, defined as interplanetary space. Contrary to popular belief, this space is not

a vacuity, but instead is populated by a low density, variable medium. This medium, and the

manner through which the sun influences it, affects the entire system of the Earth. The aim

of the subsequent sections is to summarise the regions of the solar–terrestrial environment,
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dwelling especially on the basic concepts of solar and magnetospheric physics, in order to

provide background knowledge in the settings of this work. It also includes the discourse

on the Sun’s interaction with the Earth, via specific Geospace events and how these events

drive different phenomena on Earth.

1.1 The Sun

The Sun emits electromagnetic radiation and matter consisting, mainly, of protons and

electrons, as a consequence of the nuclear fusion process within its interior (Rees, 1964). The

emission is accompanied by a small percentage of alpha particles and some heavier nuclei

into interplanetary space. The solar activities reflect the unevenness of the Sun’s processes.

For instance, the daily solar activity is estimated by counting the number of individual and

groups of spots on the Sun’s surface, which are known as Sunspots. A good illustration of

Sunspots is depicted in Figure 1.1. Sunspots are dark areas along the airfoil of the Sun,

which represent large concentrations of intense magnetic flux associated with UltraViolet

(UV) radiation. The existence of sunspots has been recognised since around the Fourth

Century B.C. They can be as big as 20 Mm in diameter, each consisting of a central dark

umbra at a temperature of 4100 K and a field strength up to 1 T (Jursa, 1985). The number

of sunspots vary, with a 27 day corotation or with an 11 year frequency. Even so, the

cycle amplitude varies and there have been periods of low Sunspot number. There are great

numbers of Sunspots during solar maximum and fewer Sunspots during solar minimum. Due

to Sun spot variation, several solar activities have come forward, providing more insight into

interplanetary space. Some of these activities include solar flares, as seen in Figure 1.1,

Corona Mass Ejections (CME) and Corotating Interaction Regions (CIR), which will be

discussed, subsequently.
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1.2 The Solar wind

Interplanetary space is filled with flowing plasma known as the outer solar atmosphere,

expanding radially through the solar system. The solar wind, depicted in Figure 1.1, is

predominantly comprised of protons and electrons that are energetic enough to escape the

solar gravity. At one astronomical unit (AU), these energetic particles can have velocities in

the range of 300 to 700 km/s. Although, during periods of extreme solar activity, the solar

wind can be as high as 1000 km/s (Jursa, 1985; Kivelson and Russell, 1995). Typical particle

densities as measured at the Sun–Earth distance show protons at 6.6 cm−3 and electrons at

7.1 cm−3, although the solar wind is extremely dynamic, with large variations in both flow

speed and density (Kivelson and Russell, 1995; Pudovkin, 1996). Phenomena occurring at

the Sun, as noted earlier, can dramatically affect the solar wind parameters. For example,

coronal holes are regions where fast solar plasmas stream out into interplanetary space at

high velocities, creating regions in the solar wind, known as High Speed Solar Wind Streams

(HSSWS) (e.g, Jursa, 1985; Denton et al., 2009).

The HSSWS is created by the Coronal holes of large size, nearby the Sun–Earth connection

line. The interaction of the HSSWS with the slower stream in interplanetary space forms CIR

(e.g, Jursa, 1985; Tsurutani and Lakhina, 1997; Borovsky and Denton, 2006; Denton et al.,

2009). Measurements downstream often show an increase streaming of precipitous solar

wind speed as it co–rotates with the Sun, mostly during the minimum solar activity. This is

because Coronal activities vary in durability and are more active at the sunspot minimum,

every 11 years. At the minimum activity, the corona becomes flattened in shape by the solar

magnetic field, due to its streamer composition. Nonetheless, the solar wind speed has a

bimodal structure, that is, it has two basic flow type: HSSW and Slow Solar Wind Streams

(SSWs). High Speed Solar Wind Streams (HSSWS), as fast streams, recurs with the Sun’s

equatorial rotation period, characterised by density enhancements at their leading edge with

a velocity of over 500 km/s (Denton et al., 2009). Whereas, SSWs emanates, perhaps, from

the vicinity of the streamer belt with a velocity of approximately 300 km/s.
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Another demonstration of influence of the Sun’s activity on interplanetary space are solar

flares (see Figure 1.1) as noted earlier. These are explosions from the sun that occur when

magnetic energy is suddenly discharged, resulting in the forcing out of very energetic charged

particles (Bothmer and Schwenn, 1995). Flares occasionally occur with CME (an explosive

expulsion of a large amount of solar matter from the solar atmosphere into interplanetary

space which often characterise the period of solar maximum activities (Borovsky and Denton,

2006)). The CME are vast clouds of plasma (∼1013 kg) that split out from the sun and

expand at speeds as high as 2000 km/s. When attendant CME collides with the Earth, they

often excite geomagnetic storms, as do the CIR, which will be discussed later.

Figure 1.1: An artistic impression of how the Sun’s solar wind spirals towards the Earth’s lines. Figure
adopted from TheWathchers (2013).

1.3 The interplanetary magnetic field

An elongation of the solar magnetic field that is frozen in the solar wind is known as the

Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) (Dungey, 1961). Since the IMF is embedded in the

plasma of solar wind, a parcel of plasma will drag the field lines radially away from the sun.
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The source region of the field line rotates with the Sun, resulting in a spiral effect in the IMF

known as the Parker Spiral (Jursa, 1985). The Parker Spiral is an idealised case. In reality,

the magnetic field of the sun is extremely complex. The spiralling action can either be in

Archimedean (arithmetic) spiral or logarithmic spiral, as shown in Figure 1.2. Nonetheless,

the Parker Spiral case, generally, serves as a good estimate of solar wind energies emanating

from the Sun’s activity. The IMF varies, significantly, over the path of a solar cycle. At

sunspot/solar minimum, the field is ordered with a disc–like current sheet separating the

inward and outward orientated magnetic field lines, as shown in Figure 1.3. In contrast,

towards solar maximum, the current sheet becomes curly with a disordered magnetic field,

resulting in a blustery solar wind. On average, this happens every 11 years. Ideally, a cycle

lasts for a period of 22 years, as a result of the changing orientation of the IMF over each

11 year cycle. Notwithstanding, most solar wind particles are deflected past planet Earth,

but a few can gain access into the Earth’s magnetosphere, where they become trapped by

Earth’s magnetic field (left side of Figure 1.1). The various phenomena, such as magnetic

shield, auroral oval and Earth’s magnetic field will be expanded and discussed in following

sections.

1.4 The magnetosphere

The term magnetosphere identifies near–Earth space, that is enclosed within the Earth’s

magnetic field. This subsection describes general topology of this field, including descriptions

of some of the distinct regions (Earth’s radiation belt and the plasmasphere) that make up the

magnetosphere. The magnetosphere, generally, describes the Earth’s space environments.

The description is, mainly, based on the behaviour and number of charged particles, as shown

in Figure 1.4.

In tracing the interactions along the solar wind emanating from the Sun and the Earth’s

magnetosphere, two coordinate systems are used. These systems are: geocentric solar mag-

netospheric (GSM) coordinates and geocentric solar-ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (Kivelson
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Figure 1.2: A schematic illustration of Archimedean spiral (left) and logarithmic spiral (right). Figure
adopted from Kivelson and Russell (1995).

Figure 1.3: Ballerina Skirt model of IMF with current sheet separating the oppositely orientated field, B.
Figure obtained from Andrew (2002).

.
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the Solar wind and magnetosphere interactions. Figure adopted from Hill and
Dessler (1991).

and Russell, 1995). Both geophysical coordinate systems originate at the Earth’s core, with

the X-axis towards the Sun. For GSE coordinates, the Z–axis is normal to the ecliptic plane,

while the Y completes the right hand system and is positive toward the dusk. In the GSM

coordinate, the Z–axis is coplanar with the Earth’s magnetic centre line and the X–axis,

while Y is perpendicular to the magnetic dipole to the dusk side.

1.4.1 Magnetic field topology

The Earth has a magnetic field which is dipolar at small distances. The field is, possibly,

generated from a dynamo process associated with the circulation of liquid metal in the

Earth’s core and the internal heat forcing (Kivelson and Russell, 1995). Nevertheless, the

Earth’s magnetic field constitutes a barrier to the solar wind, resulting in a magnetic cavity in

the IMF. The condition of Earth’s magnetosphere is, mainly, described by the malformation

of the IMF and solar wind plasma. However, the Earth’s magnetic field can be significantly

disrupted by the impact of the solar wind emanating from the Sun. Rather than being a
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simple dipole after impact, the Earth’s magnetic field is squeezed by the solar wind flow on

the position facing the Sun. The compressed magnetic field is then extended away on the

opposite side, termed the magnetotail (see Figure 1.4), which extends for tens of Earth radii

(RE).

Dungey (1961) had earlier suggested that the IMF and magnetosphere could converge

under certain conditions. Typically, this condition is expected to involve a strong south-

ward IMF in the GSM component, leading to an open magnetosphere. During this process,

the uppermost layer of the magnetosphere can strip off, a process which describes the phe-

nomenon known as ‘magnetopause shadowing’. Dungey’s (1961) theory of magnetic recon-

nection explains the activity by which magnetic field lines diffuse across a current sheet and

join with the antipodal aligned field. This coupled system involves conveyance of energetic

particles in the solar wind into the magnetosphere. Reconnection on the dayside causes an

increased magnetic flux near the pole, termed polar cap region. From this region, the field

lines will trail back into space and, ultimately, will connect back to the IMF. In reality, the

magnetospheres is, broadly, thought to be often open. Figure 1.5 depicts open and closed

magnetosphere which arise from the effect of IMF BZ orientation. However, observations

suggest that reconnection can occur in a steady–state form, as anticipated by Dungey (1961),

but also in a pulsed manner. The freshly opened magnetic field lines convect past the polar

cap, attaching to the flux of open field lines. Ultimately, these open field lines will, once

again, join with the closed field in the tail.

Dipole magnetic field component

The Earth’s magnetic field lines, to the lowest order, are often approximated using the L–

value (dipole magnetic field coordinate) parameter (Roeder, 1970). Details of the procedure

in obtaining L parameter are given in Appendix A. The Earth’s magnetic field lines, passing

over the equator at a specific number of RE is equivalent to the L–value. Therefore, a field

line at 4 RE, from the Earth’s core will be at L ∼ 4. This parameter L is related to the

invariant magnetic latitude by the expression:
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of open (left) and close (right) magnetospheres due to IMF Z–component (adopted
from A. B. Collier, private communication, 2010).

λ = cos−1(
1

L
)
1
2 (1.1)

Apart from using the L–value to formally define the Earth’s true instantaneous magnetic

field, it can also be used to understand magnetic phenomena near the Earth space environ-

ment. For instance, the spatial location of a satellite measurement at a specific period can

be estimated by using the L–value parameter. The dipole model (i.e. L parameter) is a first

order true estimation of the Earth’s magnetic field in a complex state (Varotsou et al., 2008;

Morley et al., 2010; Ogunjobi et al., 2014a). This complex condition can be attributed to

the IMF effects and the solar wind at the Earth’s magnetic sphere. Such complexity may

result in inaccurate values at lower L.

1.4.2 Trapped radiation belt

Within the magnetosphere, there is a region of trapped energetic particles, known as the Van

Allen belt or Radiation belt (Van Allen, 1959), herein, referred to as Earth’s radiation belt.
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The belt extends from a few hundred km above the Earth to about 7 RE. The radiation

belt prevents most of the charged particles carried by the solar wind from entering to the

surface of Earth. Due to the forces from the magnetic field, as noted above, highly energetic

particles become trapped within the Earth’s radiation belt zone. Two regions that make

up the belt are shown in Figure 1.6. For over 5 decades, it was broadly thought that the

Earth’s radiation belt comprised of the inner belt and outer belt separated by a region of low

density called slot region (usually, between L ∼2.5 and L ∼3) as shown in Figure 1.6 (A).

Depending on the Earth’s magnetic field lines, the inner radiation belt was earlier thought

to occupy between L ∼1.2 and L ∼2.5 away from the Earth’s core with relatively stable

proton populations. The evolution of the inner belt is due to the influence of losses due

to ‘Coulomb scattering ’(see, Ganushkina et al., 2011) while the outer radiation belt was

previously conceived to be within a space between L ∼3 and L ∼7 with highly dynamic

electron populations. It was also thought that electrons carried by the solar wind, as well as

the few electrons from the ionosphere, serve as sources of the outer radiation belt particles.

Nonetheless, recent observations by Baker et al. (2013) show that the earlier acceptable two–

region radiation belt may not, necessarily, be so. The recent in–situ and radiation belt probe

spacecraft observations by Baker et al. (2013) revealed an isolated belt (within L ∼3.0 to

L ∼3.5) separated by another slot region (Figure 1.6 B). This isolated toroidal region was

found to comprise electron energy of over 2 MeV which remained for 4 weeks before it was

predominantly annihilated by a strong interplanetary shock (consult Baker et al. (2013) for

recent updates on radiation belts). Particles in the Earth’s magnetosphere, or more exactly

in the trapped belt can undergo three types of motions (gyration, bounce and drift motion)

from interactions with the Earth’s magnetic field. These types of motion are shown in Figure

1.7.

With reference to the Lorentz force (F)

~F = q( ~E + ~V × ~B),
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Figure 1.6: The Earth’s radiation belts structure. (A) shows the outer belt and inner belt, and the usual
plasmasphere location. (B) same as (A), but for a recent (year 2012) more extremely bloated plasmasphere
and unanticipated third radiation belts. Figure obtained from Baker et al. (2013).

a charged particle (q) with a perpendicular component of velocity (~V ) will gyrate around

the magnetic field ( ~B) line due to the electric field ( ~E). This motion makes electrons spiral

around the magnetic field lines. The second particle motion, bounce motion, is regulated by

the gradient force

~F = −(µO)~B,

where µ is the magnetic moment. The first adiabatic invariant is the magnetic moment,

which implies that the perpendicular energetic particle is proportional to the magnetic field

intensity. In other words, as the particle travels into regions where the magnetic field is

stronger, the perpendicular velocity increases. The velocity increase is more evident towards

the pole. The increase in perpendicular velocity results in a diminution in the parallel

velocity. This goes on until the gradient force bounces the particle back along the field

line and proceeds towards the opposite pole. The point at which the particle is forced

back along the field line is called the mirror point. The bounce motion associated with
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the second adiabatic invariant, guides the energetic particles closer to the Earth’s surface

as they move north or south. This occurs based on the magnetic field line curvature. The

third motion (third adiabatic invariant) that govern the radiation belt particles is the drift

motion. In this situation, particles drift around the Earth’s radiation belt slowly. This is due

to both curvature and gradient of the magnetic field. A particle of this nature can remain

trapped in the magnetosphere provided all the aforementioned adiabatic invariants (gyro,

bounce and drift motions) are preserved. This can only be possible with slow changes in the

Earth’s magnetic field. Nevertheless, one or more of the invariants can be violated during

geomagnetic storms which will be discussed later.

Figure 1.7: A simplified depiction of charged particle motion within the radiation belt, inluding the location
of mirror point. Figure adopted from Baumjohann and Treumann (1996).

Apart from the trapped radiation belt region, the inner magnetosphere also consists of the

plasmasphere region. Though these regions are sometimes collocated and draw two different

energy regimes; the plasmasphere is cold, whereas, the Earth’s radiation belts are composed

of the most energetic particles in the magnetosphere. The plasmasphere is made of high

densities (∼10 m−3) of cold (∼ 1 eV) plasma (Olasen et al., 1987). The plasmasphere has

an outer edge called the plasmapause where the dense, cold plasma is, usually terminated.

Unlike the Earth’s radiation belts, the innermost portion of the plasmasphere does not

depend, strongly and systematically, on geomagnetic activity.
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1.5 Geomagnetic storms

The Earth’s magnetic field exhibits both regular daily variants and irregular disturbances,

known as geomagnetic storms. The disturbances are prompted by the solar wind interacting

with the Earth’s magnetic field. These irregular magnetic disturbances can manifest different

patterns in their occurrence frequency. The major pattern is often correlated with certain

irregular magnetic storms. These magnetic storms are, commonly, characterised by the

sporadic CME events and the 27–day CIR events. Major effects of these storms occur in

the high latitude region, but with certain disparity in geophysical properties [see, Chapters

3 and 4].

The geomagnetic storms can trigger particle precipitation, which serves as source to the

magnetospheric cusp and aurora. If the particle enters the high latitude atmosphere, it can

initiate substantial ionisation within the MLT, causing composition changes. Enhanced mag-

netospheric convection (electric–field maps down along magnetic–field lines) and enhanced

conductivity can ensue during magnetospheric disturbed time (Gold, 1959; Baker, 2001; Yue

et al., 2011; Ogunjobi et al., 2014a). Furthermore, energetic particle inputs resulting from

the geomagnetic storms, can alter the lower thermospheric composition and neutral winds

(Price and Jacka, 1991). Also, the geomagnetic storms can be driven to near Earth by either

an attendant of CIR, SI (see Friedel et al., 2002) or driven to Earth by the attendant of

CME, MC (see Wang et al., 2003). In the following subsections, the phenomena resulting in

occurrence of MC and SI are discussed.

1.5.1 Magnetic cloud event

The first transient decreases in the intensity of cosmic rays was explained by Morrison et al.

(1954). They observed the reduction on the arrival of magnetised plasma clouds from the

dynamic areas on the Sun. Cocconi et al. (1958) noted that an extended loop is formed by

the magnetic field lines in such a cloud, which is anchored at both ends in the Sun. Galactic

cosmic rays are diverged by the smooth and strong field lines in the loop. Gold (1962) also
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suggests that these field lines might reconnect to produce a magnetic spume, completely

detached from the Sun. Using spaceborne observations, Burlaga et al. (1982) analysed a

magnetic loop behind a fortuitous interplanetary shock, and found organised magnetic field

rotation. This whirling (loop) was alluded to as a magnetic cloud (MC). The MC from the

twirling of solar wind can be traced to the Suns’ corona [see Figure 1.8] and therefore, differs

from the turbulence within the Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection (ICME).

Also, Burlaga et al. (1982) proposed that the highest geomagnetic storms are prevalent

when the Earth is impacted by the MC tied to CME occurrence. MC is a short–lived

discharge in the solar wind specified by a smooth turning of the magnetic field orientation,

fairly strong fields, a low proton temperature and a low ratio of magnetic pressure to plasma

pressure (Burlaga, 1988). MC is also characterised, by Lepping et al. (1990, 1997), as the

boundary that distinguishes the foremost half of the southward tuning of the IMF ( in z–

component) and the trailing half of the strong northward turning, or vice versa. This IMF

(i.e. IMF, Bz) is usually accompanied by a substantial density peak capable of compressing

the magnetosphere (Ogunjobi et al., 2014a). Evidence for these characteristics is presented

in Figure 1.9. The MLT response to a MC that eventuated on 8 November 2004 has been

studied in this thesis (Chapter 3).
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Figure 1.8: A schematic illustration of MC. Figure obtained from Lepping et al. (1990).
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Figure 1.9: Magnetic and Solar wind Parameters showing conditions for MC occurrence. From (top to
bottom) the magnetic field strength (B), the elevation (θ) and azimuth (φ) of the magnetic field direction,
the proton density (N), the proton thermal speed (VT ) and the bulk velocity (V). Figure obtained from
Lepping et al. (1997).
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1.5.2 Stream interface event

The solar wind stream is generally found not to be uniform. The bimodal structure of the

solar wind stream provides the mechanism for solar wind Stream Interface (SI) occurrence

(Burlaga, 1974). The SI can be explained on the basis of this non–uniformity in solar

wind streams, as shown in Figure 1.10. The SSWS from the vicinity of the streamer belt is

continually at the leading side of the passing HSSWS which is emitted from the coronal holes.

The HSSWS catches up with SSWS and, consequently, results in a compressed interface,

when it is within the interplanetary medium. This compressed interface at the interplanetary

environment is referred to as the stream interaction region. As previously noted, it is the

recurring interface with the Sun that is refered to as the CIR. Note that, both SSWS and

HSSWS can not mingle, due to the presence of the frozen magnetic field. Hence, the region

that delineates these dense (i.e. slow–moving plasma) from the fast (i.e. less dense plasma)

regions is the SI. This plasma flow driven by SI event toward Earth is characterised by a

sudden drop in solar wind number density with a possible temperature change and a peak

in velocity (Gosling et al., 1978). SI is a one–type storm driven event (Friedel et al., 2002;

Dal Lago et al., 2002) which can trigger particle precipitation and then causes significant

alteration in magnetic indices if it interacts with the upper atmosphere (Ogunjobi et al.,

2014). SI as a CIR attendant does recur (Heber et al., 1999; Borovsky and Denton, 2008,

2009; Morley et al., 2010).

Due to this recurrence nature, according to Borovsky and Denton (2009), SI is particularly

amenable to superposed epoch analysis (SEA). The SEA is a technique, useful in composition

of time series data (see Section 2.3). The selected 27 SI–driven storms that occurred during

period from 2002 to 2007 has been used in this thesis to examine the MLT temperature

response (reader can see Chapter 4).
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Figure 1.10: Schematic illustration of SI occurrence. The portion shaded with tan colour indicates CIR while
the green dashed line is the Earth’s track through the CIR. With respect to the GSE frame of reference, the
movement of the Earth is downward with time. The direction of the solar wind flow is denoted with the
arrows (red). The solar wind flows deflects to the left as it enters the CIR (compressed SSWS). The dark red
line depicts SI. When the Earth crosses the SI, it leaves the region of compressed SSWS and moves into the
region of compressed HSSWS. The flow deflection reverses from left to right (blue dotted line). The locations
of the Earth along its track where the trapped energetic particle drop out (lost) as well as the recovery from
dropout occur are denoted by dark blue arrows. Figure adopted from Borovsky and Denton (2010).
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1.6 The high–latitude phenomena

At high–latitudes, the plasma drifts can be huge as a result of the forcing of magnetospheric

origin. Hence, the ion drag term in the momentum equation will be significant for the

neutral atmospheric dynamics. The ion drag force emerges from the ~J × ~B Lorentz force in

the momentum equation for the neutral gas expressed as:

~J = σ(E + u× ~B)× ~B (1.2)

where E is external electric field.

The plasma over the high–latitude region ionosphere (see Subsection 1.6.1) is mainly

controlled by the electric field, ranging from the magnetosphere through the magnetic field

lines. Note that, this is where solar wind–driven electric field begins. When the IMF rotates

southward, it reconnects to the Earth’s magnetic field lines. This will create open field lines

that map into the high–latitude or, more precisely, polar atmosphere. Though the solar wind

plasma is collisionless, it creates a dynamo effect when crossing magnetic field lines (Bsw),

causing electric fields Esw = −Vsw × Bsw. The Earth’s magnetic field lines are, generally,

viewed as equivalent–potentials. Hence, the electric potential across the connected magnetic

field lines will be mapped down to the polar cap. Consequently, this dawn–to–dusk electric

field propels the plasma away from the Sun near the polar cap regions. The feedback flow is,

perhaps, at the lower latitudes forming a two–cell convectional pattern. In contrast, when

the IMF is northward, the plasma flow pattern becomes more complicated, often with more

than two convection cells. For this thesis, various disturbed times were examined over high–

latitudes with specific attention on Southern hemisphere high–latitude MLT and ionospheric

region. The discussion on the high latitude MLT–Ionosphere interaction is more explicit in

the following subsection.
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1.6.1 High latitudes MLT and ionosphere

The ionosphere is known to be the ionised upper atmospheric layer of the Earth. It

stretches between approximately 50 km and 1000 km of Earth’s atmosphere. Ionising parti-

cles do not only come from the magnetosphere, but also from the ionosphere itself, provided a

process for local electron acceleration is operating. However, the ionosphere can be described

by energetic particle effects on radiowave propagation. This phenomena is a consequence of

the presence and variation in the concentration of free electrons in the atmosphere. It should

be noted that the UV radiation emanating from the Sun can heat the layer of neutral atmo-

sphere and ionise it. The ionosphere can, generally, be viewed as a series of horizontal layers.

The ionosphere, however, does not invariably conform to this simple description, especially

over high–latitudes. Contrary to the mid–latitudes which are comparatively easier to study,

the high–latitudes ionospheres are subject to a wider range of unexpected behaviour.

The ionosphere can be, mainly, sorted out based on its ionising layers, as depicted (with

thermal variabilities) in Figure 1.11. These layers are called the D region (60–90 km), E

region (90–150 km) and F region (150–1500 km) layers as shown in Figure 1.11 (right panel)

while the corresponding vertical temperature at these layers is shown in Figure 1.11 (left

panel). The altitude above the F layer is the magnetosphere, which has been previously

discussed.

Such division is important, because of varying behaviour of terrestrial altitudes within the

ionospheres. For instance, the altitudinal bands of the mesosphere (i.e, 50–100 km) and the

lower thermosphere (i.e, 100–180 km), herein referred to as MLT, are embedded in the lower

ionosphere. The energy balance of the high latitudes MLT remains an arduous scientific

task. This is as a result of several complex phenomena that are involved in the MLT energy

predictions. These complex situations range from the Earth’s hemispherical disparities to the

multiple external and internal activities capable of inducing concurrent heating and cooling.

Roble (1995), noted that the MLT heating and cooling is primarily dependent on the effective

conditions present per time. Intuitively, the mesosphere, for example, is characterised by
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cooling as the altitude increases. However, particles can lose some of their energy to the MLT

molecules, bringing about such effects as excitation, ionisation, dissociation and subsequent

discharge of radiation and heating. This means that the MLT energy balance research can

be advanced based on the arrival of varying Geospace events (see, Chapters 3, 4 and 5).

Figure 1.11: MSIS modelled thermal and magneto–ionic structure of the ionosphere. On the left is the neural
temperature as a function of altitude over the vicinity of SANAE on 21 December 2005 at 00 hr and 12 hr
local time and the resulting atmospheric layers. On the right are Modelled ionospheric electron density and
the ionospheric layers. Figure plotted using MSIS Model, 2013.

The structure and variability of the ionosphere are not only affected by the solar radiation,

but also by other solar dynamics (Callis et al., 1991), such as the solar wind and its embedded

IMF, as well as in the Earth’s magnetic field. The solar wind and its constituents can be

driven towards the Earth by SI and MC, because of their capbility to arrive near the sub–

solar point (or Earth bow shock nose). During any of these events, one or more adiabatic

invariants can be broken, a phenomena that defines a geomagnetic storm. If this is the

case, the energetic particles with drift motion in trapped radiation belts can become lost

or dropped out. This is more likely to happen near the mirror points in the high latitudes

(polar regions) where the trapped particles are at their closest approach to the surface of the
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Earth. Nevertheless, energy dissipated by the lost particles can transport to the terrestrial

atmosphere via precipitation. The particle energy could also, relatively, reach the upper

atmosphere via electromagnetic radiation. As aforementioned, this sort of energy input into

the atmosphere will result in ionisation of atmospheric neutral constituents.

Again, during this solar dynamical processes, high–energy particles (> keV) can precip-

itate from the magnetospheric plasma sheet at high latitudes. The mechanisms responsible

for acceleration of these particles to high energies are not yet fully understood, but upon

getting into the high latitude atmosphere they can excite neutral species, emit photons and

produce the optical aurora (Roble and Dickinson, 1970).

The aurora is a phenomenon that characterises the precipitating particle interactions with

the Earth’s magnetic field lines at the upper atmosphere (Roble and Dickinson, 1970; Hviu-

zova and Leontyev, 2001). In other words, solar wind can energise the radiation belt particles

with enough energy to spiral into the atmosphere and produce an aurora. This aurora pre-

cipitation is confined to a zone known as the auroral oval. The bounds of the oval extend

to lower latitudes on the nightside, rather than the dayside (Dungey, 1961; Sivjee and Shen,

1997; Zhang et al., 2013). There are two wide classes of aurora, namely, diffuse and dis-

crete. The discrete aurora is structured and vivid, whereas, the diffuse aurora appears as

a glimmer in the sky. Though they both take in similar overall intensities, nonetheless,

the discrete form is easier to observe, due to the low intensity per unit area of the diffuse

form. Notwithstanding, particle precipitation participates significantly in the coupling of

the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Associated with the aurora precipitation is auroral ra-

dio absorption. This is brought about by the more energetic particles that penetrate to the

lower layers of the ionosphere, or more precisely, the MLT in this context. The enhanced

particle concentration leads to absorption of radio waves of cosmic origin in the mesopause.

Energetic particles accompanied by a range of eV to several thousand keV energies, can

penetrate down to lower thermosphere and mesosphere. These phenomena are pertinent

at high latitudes during the intense geomagnetic storms. The intensity of a geomagnetic
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storms, however, is best predicted with the specific Geospace event that drives the storms

to the near Earth environment.

1.6.2 Particle precipitation effect on MLT energy balance

Precipitation pertains to the transport of energy within the Earth’s magnetosphere into

the high latitude upper atmosphere. The major origin of increased ionisation in the lower

thermosphere is the result of upshot of the precipitating energetic particles depositing their

energy. Particles can be dispersed via very large angles when there are collisions with the

atmospheric neutral particles. If the resulting divergence increases the particle pitch angle, it

can further impinge on the atmosphere. This will initiate collision and, ultimately, result in

the loss of more energy. Conversely, if the divergence decreases the particle pitch angle, the

particle is backscattered and may further penetrate on the other end of its bounce trajectory

(Ogunjobi et al., 2014a).

Precipitation can also be in the shape of a relativistic burst. The relativistic (> 1 MeV)

microburst is a short–duration burst of precipitating relativistic particles. The burst has a

duration of approximately 100 ms, characterised by a sudden increase and slower decaying

peak; and, occasionally, with a sawtooth–like structure of precipitation (O’Brien et al., 2004).

This pattern indicates depleted particles from the bounce lost cone, as previously noted. Both

MC and SI driven storms can trigger particle precipitation into the high latitude MLT. The

induce changes in the Earth’s magnetic field, resulting from the impact of either the MC or

the SI structure seems to differ, as noted in Chapters 3 and 4.

Mesospheric cooling

Precipitated charged particles in the MLT lose their energy by ionising, dissociating and

exciting the atmospheric atoms and molecules. Furthermore, energy is lost via radiating

bremsstrahlung (electromagnetic radiation produced by the deceleration of a charged parti-

cle when deflected by another charged particle) in the aspect of acceleration in the Coloumb
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field of the atomic nuclei. This initiates a number of different interdependent and synergistic

processes, affecting the MLT energy budget. An instance of such a process is the likely effect

of cooling, as shown in Figure 1.12, which could be originated by the direct particle impact on

the mesosphere producing HOx (odd hydrogen). The HOx, though being minor constituents,

could partly serve as catalyst in the destruction of ozone, resulting in mesospheric cooling.

Likewise, increased ionisation due to particle precipitation can substantially influence the

Pedersen conductivity and, thereby, Joule heating. In contrast, ionisation and dissociation

can affect the composition and the associated chemical heating rates and infrared cooling

rates. The modified temperature gradients, as well as the increased neutral–plasma inter-

action (ion drag), modify the neutral wind field. This constitutes a type of chain reaction

which may again determine the temperature changes.

Figure 1.12: Schematic illustration of main energetic particle effects on the MLT. The boxes marked with *
represent significant processes in the mesosphere.
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Joule and particle heating

With reference to the multi–fluid theory, where neutrals and charged particles behave as

isolated fluids interacting through collisions, mathematical expressions for the ionospheric

current density, j, can be inferred. The definition of electric current density can be expressed

as:

j = Nee(vi − ve) (1.3)

where Ne is number density of the electrons, e being the elementary charge, vi is the

velocity of the ions and ve is the velocity of electrons. Assuming the reference frame of

neutral gas (Rees, 1989), the results of the above expressions for the velocities, perpendicular

to the field, become:

vi ⊥=
νinWiE

′

⊥ −W 2
i
bXE

′

⊥
B(ν2in +W 2

i )
(1.4)

ve ⊥=
−νen ⊥ WeE

′

⊥ −W 2
e
bXE

′

⊥
B(ν2en +W 2

e )
(1.5)

and parallel to the magnetic field:

ve ‖=
eE

′

‖
me(νen‖ + νin‖

) (1.6)

where the collisional frequency is given as ν, me as the electron mass, E ′ as effective electric

field

(E ′ = E + vn ×B),

where

b is a unit vector along the magnetic field line, B, and W is the angular gyrofrequency. The

electrons, ions and neutrals are denoted by e, i and n, respectively. While ⊥ (perpendicular)

and ‖ (parallel) denote the direction of the variable with respect to B.
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Based on this understanding, one can obtain the Joule dissipation rate, Q, arising from

E and j as:

Q = j.E ′ (1.7)

where the component of j parallel to E is called the Pedersen current.

Banks (1977) had earlier suggested that the energy deposited by the particle precipitation

and Joule heating in the neutral atmosphere within the locality of the auroral oval are often

comparable in magnitude. This scenario is depicted in Figure 1.13. The overall global Joule

heating rate is, normally, larger than the sum of the global energy deposited by particle pre-

cipitation during high geomagnetic disturbances. Nevertheless, findings by Sinnhuber et al.

(2012) specify that energy contribution from the precipitating particles is highly significant

in the MLT budget.

Figure 1.13: Profile of precipitating particle and Joule heating rate per neutral gas. From left to right are
selected periods of 15–16 April 1973 and 15–16 May 1974. Figure adopted from Banks (1977).
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Neutral heating

Precipitating energetic particles can be described as being extremely variable, both in time

and intensity level. It can be considered as a localised inhomogeneous phenomenon. Since

charged particle motion in the magnetosphere is governed by the geomagnetic field, the pre-

cipitation structures are aligned as ovals around the geomagnetic poles – a phenomena that

describes aurora oval. The aurora particles, inclusive of electrons and protons population,

can precipitate into the atmosphere. The empirical evidence indicates that the initial en-

ergy distribution of the particles gaining access into the atmosphere may be expressed as

an exponential functions, jexp(E), and/or Maxwellian, jM(E), often with multiple terms. A

single exponential and Maxwellian spectrum can be represented in the form of Equations

1.8 and 1.9 respectively, where A0 is the particle flux, and E and E0 are energy and its

characteristics, respectively:

jexp(E) = A0exp
−E
E0

(1.8)

jM(E) = A0Eexp
−E
E0

(1.9)

Particles precipitating in the atmosphere may go through charge exchange in collisions

with the neutral gas if it is accelerated to relativistic energy. Relativistic particle precipita-

tion can be initiated by geomagnetic storms driven by MC or SI. Within these structures,

energy deposited by particles can be more homogeneous and outspread, depending on the

geophysical conditions that followed the event. The outspread and the extents of homogene-

ity depends on the particle population. A critique of the estimated penetration deepness for

various proton and electron energies population is presented in Figure 1.14. Although the

value presented in the figure should be regarded as an average height where, most of the

particle’s energy have been absorbed by inelastic collisions (Maehlum, 1973). Electrons and

protons ranging from over 1 keV and 50 keV, respectively, can deposit most of their energy

in the MLT region. The physical activity connected with particulate heating are, predomi-
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nantly, similar to those that governs solar heating of the atmosphere (Rees, 1964; Roble and

Dickinson, 1970; Rees et al., 1983; Rees, 1989). Figure 1.14 depicts the efficient processes

most momentous to neutral heating. The average loss of energy per unit pathlength from

collisions with orbital electrons, can be appraised according to the Rohrlich and Carlson

(1954) formulation:

L(E) =
0.1536

β
{Σiwi

Zi
Ai
}{log[

τ 2(τ + 2)

2(I/mc2)2
] + 1− β2 + [

τ 2

8
− (2τ + 1)log2]/(τ + 1)2}. (1.10)

Figure 1.14: Vertical penetration depth of incident particles onto the atmosphere. Figure adopted from
Maehlum (1973).

where, the loss of energy per unit pathlength is given as L(E) in the unit of (MeV cm2g−1);

E is kinetic energy of electrons in the unit of (MeV ); mc2(= 0.511MeV ) is rest mass of

electron;

τ =
E

mc2
;

β =
ν

c
,

where ν is velocity of the electron and the velocity of light is denoted by c; Ai, Zi and wi

are the atomic weight, atomic number and weight fraction of the medium i‘th constituent
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respectively and, i is the medium (atmosphere in this case) mean excitation energy.

The flow chart in Figure 1.15 shows that ionisation, dissociation, as well as chemical pro-

cesses can, consequently, result in electronically excited levels. This can be, collisionally,

deactivated using the stopping power provided by Equation 1.10. O and N2 are the only

neutral species that have ample concentration and radiative lifetimes to participate, appre-

ciably, in neutral heating through quenching. Additionally, the flow chart demonstrates that

the collisions between electrons, ions and other neutral species contribute to neutral heating,

as the overall ion and electron temperature are more than the neutral temperature.

The sum of the particle energy that contribute to neutral heating, and the time scale that

the heating occurs are essential when considering temperature response to particle precipita-

tion. The efficiency of neutral heating can be described as the local rate at which the neutral

gas is heated. Model calculations indicate that, the heating efficiency is roughly independent

of both the overall fluxes of energy and the energy characteristics of the Maxwellian spec-

trum. This heating efficiency is found to be over 50% complete at wide altitude interval, but

drops at about 200 km as a result of the synthesis of transport effects, decreasing collisional

deactivation, and alterations in compositions (Berger et al., 1970). Nonetheless, the heating

efficiency is not completely free of inaccuracies. All neutral and ionic chemicals reactions

have time factors that are functions of temperature, height composition and density. Com-

putation of the temporal development of the neutral gas heating efficiency, carried out by

Berger et al. (1970); Rees et al. (1983) and Rees (1989) indicate that the efficiency reach

a fairly constant value in just few minutes after the aurora. This implies that the heating

rate is also a time varying quantity which depends on the specific condition per time. The

majority of the recombination and ion–atom exchange reactions have unchanging temporal

factors, whereas the responses pertaining to NOx (odd nitrogen) species may have a fairly

longer time constant.
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Figure 1.15: A flow chart of processes resulting to neutral heating. Figure adopted from Rees et al. (1983).

1.7 Dynamics and thermal state of the high latitude MLT

In Subsection 1.6.1, it was mentioned that, the Earth’s atmosphere can be divided according

to the vertical structure of the temperature field. With reference to this structure, the

Earth’s atmosphere consists of four layers namely: the troposphere, the stratosphere, the

mesosphere and the thermosphere.

A number of fascinating Geospace events take place in the high latitude (polar) meso-

sphere. Most meteors (a falling rocky object that produces streak of light through the

Earth’s atmosphere), for instance, happen and glow up there. Meteors can be spotted by

the naked eye, between altitudes of 65 km and 120 km, above the Earth’s surface. An-

other interesting visual phenomenon in the mesosphere is, noctilucent clouds (NLC) which

occur in the high latitude regions during summer. This event (NLC), and some others (e.g

PMSE), occurring at the high latitude mesosphere have been suggested to be dependent on
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temperature modifications (e.g, Rapp and Lübken, 2004; Hervig et al., 2009).

1.7.1 PMSE event

The mean mesospheric temperature field at different altitudes is in roughly radiative equi-

librium (Andrews et al., 1987). Nonetheless, near the high latitude (Polar) mesopause (about

90–100 km altitudes), eddy motions (waves) can cause remarkable local departures from equi-

librium. In consequence, the Polar mesosphere is much cooler than radiative equilibrium in

summer and warmer in the winter. The zonal wind is in balance with the latitudinal tem-

perature gradient, as illustrated by the thermal wind equation:

δu

δz
= − r

fHR

δT

δφ
, (1.11)

where u is taken as the zonal wind velocity, z as the vertical coordinate, f as the Coriolis

parameter, r as the gas constant for air, R as the radius of the Earth, H as the scale height

and T as latitudinal temperatures.

The highest temperature in the troposphere is usually found at the equator and it lessens

as it approaches the polar regions. This circulation of temperature gradient, might result

in increased eastward zonal wind with altitude. In the summer hemisphere stratosphere,

temperature rises to the maximum values. This enables dominance of westward flows during

the summer stratosphere and eastward wind flows during the stratosphere winter periods.

Typical latitude–height of the solstice mean zonal wind fields, averaged over all longitudes,

is illustrated in Figure 1.16. Gravity waves propagate from sources in the troposphere to the

mesospheric heights and, interact with the zonal flow. This interaction causes the eastward

propagating gravity waves to arrive at the summer mesosphere, where they break. Contrarily,

in winter, the westward propagating gravity waves reach the mesospheric heights. The

momentum flux and energy deposited by the gravity waves breaking may slow down the

zonal wind flow (Lindzen, 1981; Offermann, 1985) and, by thermal wind balances, modifies

the temperature field. This causes a rise in meridional circulation, which is typified by the air

mass upwelling during summer and downwelling during winter (Andrews et al., 1987). With
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this characteristics, the zonal–mean meridional flow circulates from the summer hemisphere

to the winter hemisphere mainly at mesopause heights as shown in Figure 1.17. When the air

mass is uplifted from its equilibrium state, the volume expands adiabatically on the expense

of internal energy of the parcel, resulting in decrease in temperature. Hence, during summer

time in the Southern hemisphere, an equatorward (negative flow) wind is linked with the

cold air transport while the transport of warm air in winter is linked with the poleward wind

(Andrews et al., 1987). This pole to pole circulation is, perhaps, the cause of increased water

vapour during summer than winter. The cross section of the seasonal mean temperature,

averaged over longitudes, for solstice season is depicted in Figure 1.18.

Figure 1.16: Schematic contours of latitude–height section of a typical zonal mean wind speeds. W and
E denote centers of westerly and easterly winds, respectively. Negative values denote winds from the east.
Figure adopted from Andrews et al. (1987).

As a result of meridional circulations induced by gravity waves, lower temperatures can

be reached at Polar mesopause during summer. For instance, from November to February in

the Southern hemisphere polar region, lower temperatures (< 130 K, Lübken et al., 2004) are

usually found which enable ice particles to form from water vapor at the mesopause. These
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Figure 1.17: Schematic contours of streamlines of the solstice adiabatic circulation in the MLT. Figure
adopted from Andrews et al. (1987).

Figure 1.18: Schematic contours of latitude–height section of zonal mean temperature during solstice condi-
tions. Figure adopted from Andrews et al. (1987).
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ice particles are immersed in the D–region plasma, where free electrons are firmly stuck to

their surfaces (For example, Huaman and B., 1999; Smiley et al., 2003), forming charged–ice

particles. Also, gravity waves break at the same altitudes, producing turbulence. Turbulence

in turn, causes disproportionate distribution of charged–ice particles and irregular spatial

distribution of electron number density. The interactions of the charged–ice particle and

mesospheric air turbulence, initiated by propagating gravity waves, results in strong radar

backscatter echoes (bragg’s scattering) in the Polar summer mesosphere. The resulting

irregularities in the radar refractive index, termed PMSE, was first noted by Ecklund and

Balsley (1981).

In the past few years, the PMSE has been closely linked to visible ice particles below

90 km altitude, known as NLC (Leslie, 1885; Cho, 1997; Rapp and Lübken, 2004). The NLC

comprise of the largest charged–ice particles (over ∼20 nm), which can be visually observed

from the ground as a silver–grey pattern (see Figure 1.19).

The NLC and PMSE phenomena arise from the formation of ice particles in the low

temperatures of the polar summer mesopause. NLC in particular has been suspected to be,

perhaps, a good index of global change in the middle atmosphere (For example, Thomas and

Olivero, 2001). It has been suggested, nevertheless, that NLC and PMSE are comparatively

different in their manifestations. NLC indicate only the presence of thin water–ice particles,

formed at a low summer mesopause temperature, between 120 to 150 K (Hervig et al., 2009),

while PMSE exists because the electrically charged–ice particles (on the scale of Bragg’s

wavelength) reduce the mobility of free electrons (see, Röttger, 1994; Rapp and Lübken,

2004). Thus, the phenomena of PMSE formation can be ascribed to both ionospheric plasma

conditions and the thermal variations in the mesosphere, as depicted in Figure 1.20. Also,

PMSE observations with radar have the advantage of being continuous, unlike NLC which

depends on the observer and weather conditions (in the case of ‘lidar ’usage). Thus, in

an alternative to NLC, PMSE observations might contribute to the understanding of Polar

mesospheric temperature changes (Huaman and B., 1999; Lübken et al., 2004).
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Figure 1.19: Photograph of Noctilucent Clouds observed over Southern hemisphere polar region on 30
January 2010. Figure adopted from N.A.S.A. (2010).

Figure 1.20: Schematic illustration of the altitude distribution of PMSE (black line, grey shading), NLC (red
line) and the relevant physical mechanisms at different altitudes. Figure adopted from Rapp and Lübken
(2004).
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1.8 Geospace events as indicators of MLT temperature changes

One of the efforts to examine the energy budget of the MLT–region in totality was made

in the atmospheric energy budget campaign in Northern Europe in 1980 (Offermann, 1985).

However, their campaign was focused on winter night time conditions at high latitudes.

Table 1.1 shows the energy budget at 90 km for two rocket salvoes, launched from Andøya

in the Northern hemisphere high latitude, during different geomagnetic activity levels. The

Joule heating shows no substantial contribution at mesospheric altitude. Under disturbed

conditions, the particle heating rates was seen to be more than doubled. However, the

heating rates were dominated by the variations of other energy sources and sinks which

were unconnected to the geomagnetic activity. A lesser stratospheric warming occurred

simultaneously with the quiet conditions, effectuating mesospheric cooling.

The infrared cooling rates by CO2 15 µ m were very contingent on the local temperature,

cutting it to half of the value that one would have anticipated for normal winter conditions.

The turbulence as the largest energy sink, was proposed to be the most likely factor respon-

sible for -10 K/d. Similarly it acted upon the atomic oxygen density profile, which lessen

the chemicals heating rates from the reactions (Offermann, 1985). Nevertheless, it was not

resolved whether, or not, there was a direct relationship between the energy input during

specific Geospace event and the turbulent state of the high latitude mesosphere.

Table 1.1: The heating and cooling, per one day, at 90 km altitude. Salvo C represents quiet geomagnetic
conditions and salvo A2 represents fairly disturbed geomagnetic conditions, according to (Offermann, 1985).

Energy source/sink salvo C (10/11 Nov. 1980) salvo A2 (30 Nov./1. Dec 1980)
Particle precipitation ≤ 1 K ≤ 2.5 K
IR cooling (15 µm) -4 K -7.5 K
Atomic Oxygen recombination 16 K 5 K
Solar irradiation 5 K 5 K
Wave dissipation < 1 K 1 K
Turbulent cooling 0 K -10 K
Sum +19 K -4 K

Various attempts to model the temperature response to induced particle precipitation have

been made. In essence, models which can describe the vertical coupling processes in varying
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altitudes of the atmosphere (for instance Berger et al., 1970), are suitable to study MLT

temperature responses. A concurrent lower thermosphere cooling of approximately 10 K was

obtained by Zadorozhny et al. (1994) in a model that was combined with the meteorological

M–100B rockets data in October 1989. Similarly, Jackman et al. (2007) employed proton flux

measurements from the GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites) as an

input in the TIME–GCM (Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General

Circulation Model) for the SPE (Solar Proton Event) that occurred in October–November

2003. Figure 1.21 shows results using the model estimation for 30 October 2003, close

to the time of maximum solar proton fluxes. Nonetheless, the overall zonal average Joule

heating in the upper mesosphere (Figure 1.21 a) was minimal. The highest Joule heating

rates eventuate at about 70 km. If the model had added energetic electron fluxes, the Joule

heating would, perhaps, be comparatively larger in the upper mesosphere. Modifications

in the solar and chemical heating rates appear to be more obvious in Figure 1.21 b. The

reduced ozone lead to smaller temperature increases in the sunlit atmosphere below 77 km.

The vertical wind was forced downward in the Southern hemisphere, causing rise in atomic

oxygen. In combination with the storms triggered particle precipitation, initiating HOx

constituents, the atomic oxygen enhancement can result in increase in exothermic reactions,

thereby cooling.

Additionally, the increase in atomic oxygen can lead to further O–CO2 reactions, thereby

excitation of CO2 molecules, and consequently more cooling. The amplified downward winds

also created adiabatic heating above 75 km in the high latitude of the Southern hemisphere.

Figure 1.21 c shows the overall zonal temperature modifications. The estimated temperature

modifications are concentrated in the sunlit Southern hemisphere, with extreme cooling of

-2.6 K near 65 km. The maximum heating of 2.5 K was found close to 90 km, whereas the

temperature changes in the Northern hemisphere was very little.

The contradictions in both observations and modelled results could partly be due to unac-

counted inputs from Geospace events. Some models do not take into account, the localised
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Figure 1.21: Modelled joule heating (a), solar heating and the chemical heating (b) and the temperature
modifications (c) due to energetic particle precipitation on 30 October 2003. Figure adopted from Jackman
et al. (2007).
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structures that could be observed in some specific Geospace event. In addition, some models

used only proton fluxes as input, and did not account for potentially large electron fluxes

which also could affect the MLT. As seen from the aforementioned expansive energy bud-

get campaign (Offermann, 1985), atmospheric variations independent of the geomagnetic

disturbances may dominate and conceal probable effect from precipitating particles. So,

the complicated energy budget encourage us to proceed, with care, in verifying the effect

of Geospace events on the MLT energy balance. Furthermore, observation of temperature

response to Geospace events remain sparse in the Southern hemisphere Polar regions, which

are the regions of interest in this study.

Layered phenomena

In reference to previous studies on the influence of triggered precipitation on MLT budget,

it is apparent that ionisation and radiative processes cannot fully explain the curious sea-

sonal variation of temperatures with extremely low values at the summer mesopause and, in

contrast, large values in winter (some 50–70◦ warmer compared to summer) (Stroud et al.,

1959; Theon et al., 1967). It was earlier suggested by Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) that,

dynamical ageostrophic processes drive the upper atmosphere away from the radiative bal-

ance and initiate upwelling in summer and downwelling in winter. Some theoretical works

suggested that gravity waves initiate the momentum required to cause such ageostrophic

motions (Lindzen, 1981). Since the tropospheric topography play a significant role in the

generation of gravity waves, it is anticipated that the Antarctic mesosphere is less controlled

by dynamical processes compared to the Arctic; since there is less orographic terrain in the

Southern hemisphere Polar latitudes. This idea triggered an initiative to examine tempera-

tures in the summer mesosphere at polar latitudes by means of layered phenomena, such as

PMSE event.

For over three decades, just few attempts have been made to obtain convincing correla-

tions between PMSE and mesospheric temperature. Therefore, PMSE aspects, revealed by
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various instruments, are still expected in this field. However, the first direct simultaneous

observation of temperature and of PMSE was demonstrated by Kirkwood et al. (2002) with

SkiYMET (All–Sky Interferometric Meteor) radar and ESRAD radar (Esrange Radar) near

Kiruna in Sweden. Kirkwood et al. (2002) examined the response of PMSE to temperature

fluctuations associated with 5–day planetary waves and found that the temperature was the

most significant parameter affecting PMSE occurrence. Some previous work (e.g, Morris

et al., 2009) observed minor linkage between PMSE and temperatures with satellite observa-

tion. Smirnova et al. (2010) also suggested that, pole to pole circulation would result in an

extremely low temperature around summer solstice to enable charged ice–particle formation,

hence high PMSE production. For the first time, this study reports various characteristics of

PMSE observed by SuperDAN SANAE IV HF radar (Chapter 5). Furthermore, the meso-

spheric temperature changes in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate has been

studied.

1.9 Thesis outline

The latter parts of this thesis are concerned with the observations of Geospace events, par-

ticularly MC, SI and PMSE events. Chapter 2 describes various instruments and techniques

that are useful in observing perturbations initiated by these Geospace events, with a par-

ticular focus on the measurements and models used in this study. Chapter 3 discusses the

MLT effects in response to a propitious MC–driven geomagnetic storm, which eventuated on

08 November, 2004. In Chapter 4, some selected SI driven storms are discussed, a descrip-

tion of wave–particle interactions is given and the particle precipitation which results in a

temperature modifications over SANAE IV are outlined. Chapter 5 discusses, for the first

time, various characteristics of SuperDARN–PMSE and its relationship with mesospheric

temperature over SANAE IV. The content of Chapter 6 does not strictly conform to the

theme of this thesis: it considers mid–latitude thermospheric zonal winds variation which

are driven by a pressure gradient rather than induced particle precipitation, and thus has no
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specific connection to Geospace events. It is, nonetheless, still relevant as it pertains to the

magnetosphere and neutral atmosphere below and thus provides useful information which

applies to the magnetosphere–MLT coupling processes. The concluding remarks and future

perspectives are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Data and model descriptions

In this study, both ground based data, satellite data and model computations are applied,

in order to study the MLT temperature modifications in relation to the aforementioned

events. The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radar located at South

African National Antarctica Expedition (SANAE) IV in Antarctica provide continuous de-

tection of direct backscattered processes within the MLT range, useful in studying PMSE

events in relation to mesospheric neutral temperature and wind. The radiometer Thermo-

sphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics/Sounding of the Atmosphere using

Broadband Emission Radiometry (TIMED/SABER) satellite provides large measurements

of temperatures, permitting us to consider possible temperature effects, statistically. The

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite

(NOAA/POES) instruments and ground–based imaging riometer has been utilised to mon-

itor the particle precipitation and absorption, respectively, during these events. Some other

significant component of this study has been the use of a Monte Carlo Energy Transport

Model (MCETM) in an actual atmospheric situations and those atmospheric situations es-

timated by simplified calculations. In this study, the MCETM is adopted as a basis for

the expansion work, with the aim of modelling the deposition of energetic particles and the

potential heating and cooling effects in the upper atmosphere during MC and SI events,

employing the recent understanding of ion and neutral chemical processes.
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The first part of this chapter outlines various instruments, useful in measurements of

both ionospheric and neutral atmospheric quantities in relation to Geospace events. This is

followed by the description of techniques, filtering and analysing of signals from a large data

set, and model calculations in the context of this study.

2.1 Satellite observations

2.1.1 NOAA/POES satellite

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Polar Orbiting Environmental Satel-

lites (NOAA/POES) is a polar-orbiting, Sun-synchronous, low-altitude (850 km) satellite

with a duration of approximately 100 minutes. The POES has, onboard, the medium energy

proton and electron detector (MEPED) and total energy detector (TED) that detects the

magnitudes of the charged particle radiation at higher energies. Each group has a proton

and an electron detector. At aurora latitudes the first group that looks, approximately, along

the field lines, are known as the vertical sensor. There are four POES in orbit (see Figure

2.1) during the events under study. The satellites are labelled chronologically, based on the

launch date. POES 15 was launched in May 1998, POES 16 was launched in September

2000, POES 17 was launched in 2002 and POES 18 was launched in 2005. The recently

launched POES–N, does not cover for the period under study and is not included here. Two

of the satellites cover the morning orbit while the other two cover the noon orbit. The

satellites provide full global coverage for four times daily, which means multiple data points

at any given location. Measurements from the four POES satellites can be combined, using

interpolation techniques (Fang et al., 2007).

The POES pass over the poles, hence, they observe a wider range of L values. As noted

above, the TED on each satellite provides measurements of proton and electron fluxes.

Four detectors (two electron and two proton detectors) are mounted in two groups, where

one group is viewing radially outward from the Earth and the other group viewing at 30◦.
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Similarly, the MEPED on each satellite gives directional (0◦ telescopes for precipitating and

90◦ for trapped) measurements of energetic particles. Even so, the electron channel have

been found to be proton contaminated (Rodger et al., 2010). A first order correction might

be a good scientific assertion in reducing proton contamination from MEPED (Lam et al.,

2010). Details of the procedure used in implementing the first order correction are given in

Appendix B.

In this study, first order correction,

∝ +15◦ <∝LC (2.1)

was employed. Here, ∝ and ∝Lc are the local particle pitch angle at the satellite and

edge of the lost, cone respectively, and the opening angle of the detector is 15◦. Assuming

conservation of the first adiabatic invariant, the local pitch angle at the satellite, equivalent

to the edge of the loss cone, was determined by

∝Lc=
√
Bsat

B120

. (2.2)

Both the ambient magnetic field at the spacecraft Bsat and the ambient magnetic field at the

foot of the field line which intersects ∼ 120 km above the Earth (B120), are obtained from the

International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model. Furthermore, the counts from 0◦

telescope were inspected to ensure that counts in the E > 100 keV channel are less or equal

to the counts in the E > 30 keV channels; since the precipitating electron counts, normally,

decrease with increasing energy. With POES satellites, temporal variation can be obtained

across all the magnetic local time. This is possible because at any given time, one of the

POES satellites will offer coverage. Detailed information on POES satellite data can be

obtained from Rodger et al. (2010). The POES measurements were employed in Chapters 3

and 4.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of NOAA satellites passing the equator. Figure obtained from Chen-Po
(2010).
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2.1.2 TIMED/SABER satellite

The Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetic and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite was

launched on 7 December 2001. It hovers in a nadir–pointing orientation of its 625 km circular

polar orbit at 74.1◦ inclination and has a period of 102 minutes. By step scanning the atmo-

sphere limb, SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry),

which is one of the four instruments on–board the TIMED satellite (see Figure 2.2), measures

the height profile of neutral temperature. In this study, the vertical temperature profiles in

relation to SI and PMSE events were retrieved. SABER is measuring CO2 15µm limb emis-

sion, which can be used to estimate the neutral temperatures up to, approximately, 130

km. In order to maintain a certain temperature in the instrument, SABER obtains profiles

from 83◦S to 52◦N during its south–looking mode and at every 60 days the look direction

switches to an analogous North–looking mode. In this study, temperature measurements

were obtained when SABER was at its south–looking mode. TIMED/SABER has been

found to be useful and contributes toward validation of assimilative atmospheric models,

such as the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) (Bilitza et al., 2014). Measurements

from TIMED/SABER satellite were used in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 2.2: Artistic illustration of TIMED satellite. The four instruments onboard include SABER, Global
ultraviolet imager (GUVI), Timed doppler interferometer (TIDI) and Solar extreme ultraviolet experiment
(SEE). Figure adopted from EoPortal (2013b).
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2.1.3 CHAMP satellite

Mesospheric and thermospheric neutral winds can be measured by satellite–carried instru-

ments, such as CHAMP (Challenging Mini–Satellite Payload). The CHAMP was launched

in a near polar orbit in July 2000. CHAMP is in a near–circular, polar orbit (87.30◦ in-

clinations) with a precession rate of ∼1.50 hr per day; it gives coverage of all local times

and latitudes every 130 days (Liu et al., 2006). With 15 orbits per day, the CHAMP satel-

lite passes any mid–latitude band 15 times during its upward motion and 15 times during

its downward motion. CHAMP provides pole–to–pole latitudinal coverage. The coverage

takes place at different longitudes, due to the Earth’s revolution. From its initial altitude at

456 km, the CHAMP orbit depreciated to approximately 350 km during the first five years

of operation. In this study, CHAMP has been used to study thermospheric neutral winds.

Although CHAMP is not, specifically, meant for thermospheric wind studies, information of

the accelerometer on board has been treated, in order to engender cross–track wind speeds

and neutral density. Figure 2.3 shows the position of the accelerometer inside the spacecraft

at the center of mass. With definitive and continuous measurements from the accelerometer,

it has been possible to generate wind and density data from the non–gravitational accelera-

tions (Liu et al., 2006; Sutton et al., 2007; Doornbos et al., 2010). The iterative algorithm,

developed by Doornbos et al. (2010), has proved extremely useful in extracting the neutral

wind data from CHAMP measurements, which works independently of the orientation of the

instrument in space.
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Figure 2.3: Structural (Front) view of the CHAMP satellite. Figure obtained from EoPortal (2013a).
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2.1.4 OMNIWeb data

The OMNIWeb (see, King and Papitashvili, 2005) data sets comprises of measurements

of near–Earth solar wind, magnetic field and, plasma parameters. To better understand

the solar wind–magnetosphere coupling, a time–shifted magnetic field and plasma data from

their location of observation, which may be at some hour upstream of the magnetosphere, to

a point nearer is needed (Farris and Russell, 1994; King and Papitashvili, 2005). The OM-

NIWeb data sets have been time–shifted closer to the Earth’s bow shock nose, which is at a

distance of approximately 15–17 RE from the Earth. The basic principle of the time–shifting

is the use of the phase front normal (PFN) directions, which are determined individually for

each input of magnetic field observation and its near neighbours. The bow shock location, to

which the data are shifted, is included in the OMNIWeb output data for several geophysical

parameters. The Assumption upon which the time–shifting is based is that, solar wind and

magnetic field values at a specific time and location lie on a planar surface. Some of the

important spacecrafts that are providing data, which are being timed–shifted, include an

advanced composition explorer (ACE), Wind, IMP 8, and Geotail spacecraft, which are part

of the international solar–terrestrial physics (ISTP) project.

From close to 51 different parameters available at OMNIWeb, only those that are relevant

to this study were obtained. Among the parameters used in this study, are the Interplanetary

Magnetic Field (IMF) Bz, proton number density (nsw), solar wind azimuthal velocity (GSE–

Vy), solarwind radial velocity (GSE–Vx), solar wind pressure (nPa) and Alfvén Mach number

(MA). The speed with which plasma waves can propagate is called the Alfvén speed. The

typical Alfvén speed is usually 40 km/s. In a case of HSSW moving at supersonic speed of 400

km/s, the Alfvén speed in it is 10 times as large; known as the MA. Notwithstanding, the solar

wind parameters are geomagnetic activity proxies. These include, quasi–logarithmic index

(Kp index), Disturb storm time (Dst) indices and the solar flux proxy, F10.7 index. The Kp

index and Dst indices have contributed to OMNIWeb data sets from different magnetometer

stations across the globe. The OMNI measurements were employed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and
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6.

2.2 Ground–based observations

2.2.1 SuperDARN radar

Data from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) SANAE IV radar

(71.68◦S, 2.85◦W) are employed in this study. The radar uses the frequency band between 8

and 20 MHz (Greenwald et al., 1995). The antenna array consists of 16 antennae, which are

operated as a phased array having 170◦ bore–site (Figure 2.4). SANAE IV radar is techni-

cally and operationally similar to 31 other SuperDARN radars located in both the Northern

and Southern hemispheres (Figure 2.5). The SuperDARN radars at different locations use

the same scanning parameters for 50% of the entire instrument operational time (Greenwald

et al., 1995; Hosokawa et al., 2005). In common time operation, the SuperDARN radar

beam is, sequentially, scanned from beam 0 to beam 15 across its 75 range gates, with a

step in azimuth of 3.33◦, a scan repeat time at every 2 minutes, a range resolution of 45 km,

and a peak power of about 10 kW. The beams are made to have maximum sensitivity at

elevation angles of 15◦–35◦, to allow backscatter echo detection. The return echoes for each

beam are integrated over 7 s. The field of view (FOV) of SANAE IV radar in geographic

and geomagnetic coordinates is presented in Figure 2.6. The FOV shows that the Super-

DARN SANAE IV radar is located at the sub–auroral oval zone, suitable for observations

of HF backscatters within the Antarctic region. The direct backscatter processes, such as

the meteor trails, sporadic E region backscatter echoes and PMSE, fall into the category of

coherent backscatters. The oblique sounding technique of SuperDARN is such that, it can

detect these backscatters, simultaneously, within the near range gates.

The backscatter delays at the nearest range gate (0 gate) is set to 1200 µs pulse length,

which is equivalent to 180 km. The subsequent pulse length is set to 300 µs, equivalent to

a gate length of 45 km. Backscatter information from these pulses are sampled and then

processed, giving multi–lag–auto–correlation functions (ACFs). Details on how the ACF
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is calculated can be found in Walker (2002). The ACFs are, thereafter, used to deduce

backscatter power, mean Doppler velocity and the width of the Doppler power spectrum

for each range with significant returns. The pulse sequence is about 40 ms in duration, and

pulse sequences are separated by periods of 60 ms, resulting in 60 ACF in each 7 transmitting

seconds, which are averaged for each measurements. Figure 2.7, for instance, illustrates the

backscatter power, mean Doppler velocity and the spectral width from beam number twelve

on 21 December 2005, as detected by the SuperDARN SANAE IV radar.

The SuperDARN radars are optimum instruments used, primarily, to monitor the plasma

convection pattern in the high–latitude–ionosphere. However, it has contributed greatly

to the understanding of the dynamics of the MLT region. At mesospheric altitude, the

backscatter comes from the electron density fluctuations and shows a sensitive dependence

on the frequency. SuperDARN observation of meteor trails at 94 km is associated with

drift in neutral wind velocities which is useful in studying the trends of meridional and zonal

circulations. Although SuperDARN radar, as previously described, is not specifically planned

for wind observation, but it could also be used to track neutral wind variation at mesopause

altitude, since meteors can only be found within this region. A detailed description of

tracking neutral winds using SuperDARN radar can be found elsewhere (Hussey et al.,

2000). It should be noted, however, that winds are altitude dependent and, thus, meteor

radar observation of neutral winds can only be relative and not highly accurate (Yukimatu

and Tsutumi, 2002, 2003). Recent updates on SuperDARN operations can also be found

in Lester (2013). As mentioned in the previous chapter, the mesospheric energy budget is

difficult to analyse, since jet planes and hydrogen–filled balloons cannot hover high enough

to fully cover this region. However, rockets can access this region, providing intermittent

and costly in–situ measurements. In this situation, continuous remote sensing via ground–

based instruments, such as SuperDARN radar, play an important role in mesospheric studies.

Measurements from SuperDARN SANAE IV radar are further discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.4: Pictorial view of SuperDAN SANAE IV radar antenna. Photo taken on 25 January 2010 by
Ogunjobi Olakunle (UKZN/HMO Amingo, 2010 take over Antarctic expedition).
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Figure 2.5: Magnetic coordinates of SuperDARN radars showing all field of view in Northern (Left panel)
and Southern (Right panel) Hemispheres. Figure obtained from VirginiaTech (2014).
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Figure 2.6: Map showing the SANAE radar fields of view (blue line) projected on a geographic (dash lines)
and geomagnetic (solid lines) coordinates. Figure replotted in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.7: SuperDARN SANAE IV scatter plot of backscatter power, spectral width and Doppler velocity
on beam 12 from 00:00 hr UT to 23:00 hr UT on 21 December 2005. Figure adopted from Figure obtained
from VirginiaTech (2014).
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2.2.2 Riometer

Remote sensing (RS) of electromagnetic waves of cosmic origin is a technique used to study

the state and structure of the ionosphere (Hargreaves, 1979). Riometers provide RS means

of detecting magnetospheric particle precipitation into the ionosphere. Riometers respond

to the integrated absorption of cosmic ray noise through the ionosphere (see, Clilverd et al.,

2010) at heights where the electron motion is collision dominated. When a radio wave passes

through the ionosphere, it causes charged particles to vibrate with a frequency ν. If these

charged particles collide with heavier neutrals, then energy is lost, which results in a loss of

energy from the radio wave. The rate of absorption depends on the number of collisions (∼ ν)

per wave oscillation, or on ν/ω. The absorption encountered by a radio wave passing through

the ionosphere is, usually, expressed in decibels (dB) and is derived from the expression:

A(dB) = 10log(
P

P0
) (2.3)

Where P0 is the non–attenuated cosmic noise power (CNP), and P is the CNP attenuated

by atmospheric absorption. Both the P0 and P are measured at the same sidereal time (that

is, the same view angle, with respect to the sky).

Riometers are mostly widebeam, typically 30 MHz, and sensitive to any incident parti-

cle population capable of reaching the ionosphere in the range of 70–100 km, empirically

determined to be greater than 30 keV electrons or Mev protons (Clilverd et al., 2010). Gen-

erally, riometers cannot resolve the individual particle populations detected, but the use of

the presence (or absence) of riometer absorption during an event is employed as a robust

indicator of precipitation of high energy electrons (Morley et al., 2010).

The amount of the background cosmic radio noise disrupting the ionosphere is known

to be a constant for a particular location and given (sidereal) time of day. In order to

identify extraordinary absorption, a reference of Quiet Day Curve (QDC) is an important

parameter to be considered. Any deviations from this expected value must then be due

to absorption in the ionosphere. Having a QDC in place, the absorption at any particular
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time was determined by subtracting the QDC from the measured attenuation. The basic

assumption in establishing the QDC is that, for any given sidereal time, there is a certain part

of the year in which the absorption becomes negligible. Consequently, the QDC is, usually,

produced from a plot of individual readings of the output level as a function of sidereal time,

for a period during which there is no changes in the equipment parameters. An example of

QDC absorption intensity is shown in Figure 2.8. Absorption peaks at all Finnish riometers

were between 7–10 UT on 10 January 1997. Any significant correlations between these

ionospheric absorption peaks and the particle precipitation are a good indicator of likely

effects on mesopause. The systematic approach towards constructing a QDC for SANAE

IV riometer has been documented by Wilson (2000), and Wilson and Stoker (2002). The

riometer measurements were also employed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

Figure 2.8: A typical sample of riometer absorption from Finish chain of riometers.
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2.3 Model and techniques

2.3.1 SEA techniques

One method for composition of time series data is the Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA)

technique. This technique is applied, in order to reveal consistent responses, relative to

some repeatable phenomenon, in noisy data (Chree, 1908). It allows separation of data into

categories (key events) and comparing means for different categories. The technique is such

that, data are averaged in relation to the key event. The consistent event signal will remain

and the random influences will tend to average out. However, SEA makes no assumption of

linearity, and its use in this study is justified as a good technique at separating signals from

noise from a large data set. The reference time as zero time of SEA allows one to examine

the onset of interplanetary sources and the initial part of the event.

Because of the recurrence nature of SI as a storm driver, it is particularly amenable to

SEA. The choice of reference (zero) time for SEA is important and substantially influences

the results (Borovsky and Denton, 2009; Morley et al., 2010). In this study, time series of

the variables under investigation are extracted from a window around the epoch and all data

at a given time, relative to the given epoch, form the sample of events at that lag. The data

at each time lag are then averaged so that inconsistent fluctuations about the epoch will

cancel. For instance, the SI onset is determined by the deflection of solar wind azimuthal

velocity (that is, reversal of GSE–Vy), as shown in Figure 2.9. The negative days are days

prior to the arrival of SI, the zero day is the onset of the event and the positive days are for

after the event.

It is very important to have some believable hypotheses for why the event should affect

the SEA variables, otherwise, there will be a risk of finding a statistical coincidence with no

physical connotation. Thus, a statistical significant test was performed by determining the

probability that the signal obtained from the SEA arose by chance using the first and third

quartiles.
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Figure 2.9: SEA of solar wind azimuthal velocity, Vy–GSE coordinate depicting the onset of SI events. The
traces for many of the 27 events are overlaid by the other events; hence only a smaller number of traces are
visible. Figure adopted from Ogunjobi et al. (2014).

2.3.2 MCETM calculations

Based on Berger et al. (1970), the energy deposition by the energetic particles can be cal-

culated using the Monte Carlo method, herein, referred to as Monte Carlo Energy Transport

Model (MCETM):

smb =
zm(hb)− zm.n

Cosθn
; (2.4)

where,

zm(hb) =

∫ ho

h

D(h′b)dh
′

is the atmospheric depth, used as an input for the model with D(h′b) as the density, supposing

that the electron passes through a particular ‘scoring boundary ’hb between the n′th and

n + 1′ st collisions, and zm(hb) being the mass thickness at each corresponding height. The

distance, sm, travelled by electrons within the boundary b is given as:

sm =

∫ En

En+1

dE

L(E)
= ro(En)− ro(En+1) (2.5)
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which is obtained by interpolating the atmospheric mean range, ro against acquired electrons’

energy E, using stopping power L. The pathlength from the n′th collision point to the

boundary results to smb as given in Equation 2.4. Details of MCETM calculations are given

in Appendix C.

Berger et al. (1970) noted the applicability of this program to problems in actually observed

atmospheric phenomena and those predicted by the simplified calculations. In this case,

rather than theoretical assumption of characteristic energy, the electron (> 30 keV, > 100

keV and > 300 keV) energies from the MEPED detector was first combined into energy

ranges of 30–100 keV and 100–300 keV, these integral fluxes are then combined with those

retrieved from TED in the ranges of 2116–3075 eV and 6503–9167 eV, in order to obtain

differential fluxes. That is, the four differential energy channels are fitted into a double

exponential spectrum:

j(E) = A1.e
− E

E1 + A2.e
− E

E2 . (2.6)

The characteristic energies, E1 and E2, and the factors A1 and A2, are then determined.

At every pathlength, one can obtain energy deposited at various heights of interest per

time. Similar to Rees (1989), the energy expended by the primary precipitation for each

ion-electron pair production is taken to be 35 eV.

Maehlum (1973) provided a three exponential technique, useful for obtaining information

about the deposition of proton energy as a function of altitude:

dE

dz
= 236E−0.78, (2.7)

given that the energy loss, dE
dz

, is in MeV cm2g−1 units. By using three exponential functions,

one can obtain the spectra used in MCETM for proton energy deposition. Both electrons and

protons are vertically incident. In all, the aforementioned atmospheric composition and den-

sities are estimated, based on the Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter Extended (MSIS)

model, of which, details have been provided by Hedin (1991). The MCETM calculations
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were used in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.3.3 Electron number density model calculations

Electron number density from an absorption of radio waves by the ionosphere was, usually,

calculated using the Appleton–Hartree magnetoionic theory (Majumdar, 1972). Using clas-

sical equations (Hargreaves, 1992) and approximations (Wang et al., 1994), the expression

for the absorption A(dB) was reduced to the following formula:

A(dB) =
4.58× 10−5

ω2

∫
Ne(h)ν(h)ds (2.8)

where Ne(h) gives the electron number density at any height h, ν(h) which is ∼ ρ(h) (Harg-

reaves and Friedrich, 2003) and obtained as the property of the atmosphere (i.e. proportional

to pressure, ρ(h)), ω is the radio wave angular frequency, and ds is the path element. The

electron number density calculations were used in Chapter 3.
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ABSTRACT

Several possible characteristics of magnetic clouds (MCs) have been discussed in the literature, but none appears to ex-
plain all the effects from accumulated observations. MC characteristics range from low proton temperature and plasma beta, 
to high magnetic field magnitude, to smooth rotation in the direction of the magnetic field thus resulting in strong geomagnetic 
disturbances. Varied instrumentation which is located not only in SANAE IV, Antarctica, but also at Halley, a same radial 
distance (L ~ 4) in the southern hemisphere and in the vicinity of a conjugate location in northern hemisphere provide an op-
portunity to test theories applied to high latitude heating rates on the arrival of MC. The Halley riometer is used to monitor 
coincidences of absorption with the arrival of MC which was observed on 8 November 2004. Using the Monte Carlo Energy 
Transport Model (MCETM), the corresponding altitude of electron and proton energy distribution indicates the importance of 
MC triggered geomagnetic storms on mesosphere dynamics.

Key words: Magnetic Cloud, Precipitation, MLT region, Absorption, Energy deposition, L shell
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solar wind is responsible for fueling magnetospheric 
storms, forming the Earth’s magnetosphere. Energetic par-
ticles and momentum from the solar wind are consequently 
conveyed in form of energy to the terrestrial atmosphere 
via particle precipitation or as electromagnetic radiation. 
The region of the mesosphere (50 - 100 km) and lower 
thermosphere (100 - 180 km) is not fully understood when 
considering the overall energy budget in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. The complication in understanding the energy bud-
get ranges from the hemispherical differences to the large 
number of external and internal processes that are able to 
heat the atmosphere and as well cool it, depending on the 
specific effective conditions present (Roble 1995). How-
ever, for several decades, one of the controversial problems 
in solar-terrestrial physics has been the impact of solar ac-
tivities on atmospheric energetics and dynamics (Georgieva 
et al. 2005). Several geophysical parameters are often used 

to gauge the impact of solar-terrestrial disturbances on the 
Earth’s atmosphere (Zhang et al. 2006). Despite the present 
coordinated solar and geophysical parameters and metero-
logical indices, it has been noted that the two solar hemi-
spheres affect the Earth in a number of ways.

A major source of enhanced ionisation in the ionosphere 
is as a result of precipitating energetic particles depositing 
their energy in the upper atmosphere during geomagnetic 
disturbances, e.g., Estep et al. (1999). Particles, especially, 
electrons which usually have small mass, can be scattered 
through very large angles when they collide with neutrals 
in the atmosphere. If the resulting deviations decrease the 
pitch angle, it will backscatter and penetrate more on the 
other end of its bounce trajectory. On the other hand, if the 
deviations increase the pitch angle, it can lead to further 
penetration into the atmosphere causing loss of more energy 
by collisions. The presence of avalanche particles triggered 
by precipitation will increase atmospheric energy and ulti-
mately influence the composition of the atmosphere through 
ionisation, dissociation and excitation. Also, the helicity of 
the magnetic structure in the plasma of solar wind flow 
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governed by the electric field, together with the presence of 
resulting temperature gradients change neutral winds. Such 
perturbation induces chemical heating rates and infrared 
cooling. Precipitating particles produce forms of odd nitro-
gen (NOx) and odd Hydrogen (HOx) (Swider and Kenesha 
1973; Rusch et al. 1981; Solomon et al. 1981; Sætre et al. 
2004; Rodger et al. 2010b; Kang et al. 2012) which under-
go a series of chemical reactions. Although minor gases, if 
they enter the uppermost layer of the stratosphere and tropo-
sphere, they contribute to the overall processes that catalyti-
cally deplete ozone (Grenfell et al. 2006) and partly affect 
the radiation budget of the polar atmosphere.

It has been noted recently that the helicity of magnetic 
structure is the most prominent feature of solar activity which 
determines the effectiveness of geomagnetic disturbances in 
both the southern and northern hemispheres (Antonucci et 
al. 1990). Scientific understanding of this feature requires 
an event based study, in particular, interplanetary coronal 
mass ejections (ICMEs) events. Burlaga et al. (1982) had 
earlier found that the strongest geomagnetic disturbances 
are predominant when the Earth encountered magnetic 
clouds (MCs) associated with ICMEs. A MC is a transient 
ejection in the solar wind defined by relatively strong fields, 
a smooth rotation of the magnetic field direction over about 
0.25 and 1 AU, a low proton temperature and a low plasma 
pressure to magnetic pressure ratio (Burlaga 1988). MC is 
further characterised by Lepping et al. (1990) as the region 
between the leading half of the z-component of southward 
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF-Bz) and the trailing half 
which contains a strong northward peak, or vice versa, with 
an accompanying large density enhancement which strongly 
compressed the magnetosphere. These interplanetary prop-
erties have been found to be triggers of geomagnetic storms 
(Lepping et al. 1997).

The interactions of the precipitating energetic particles, 
associated with the storms, with increasingly denser atmo-
spheric neutrals, such as hydrogen and nitrogen, in the MLT 
altitude ranges can produce the emissions which character-
ise the auroras. The difference between the normal and MC 
induced auroras has been investigated in the Northern high 
latitude by Hviuzova and Leontyev (1997, 2001). Based on 
the aurora observation data at the Loparskaya Observatory 
during 1970 - 1985, the yearly means of the of auroral in-
tensity ratio were obtained. They showed that during MC-
aurora there was an enhanced mean ratio between the red 
auroral emission (6300Å) and the green emission (5577Å), 
with the spectrum of precipitating electrons being shifted 
to the higher energies during the MC aurora type. This im-
plies that the intensity and efficiency of energy deposition 
by MC are strongly altitude dependent. Similarly, the work 
of Sivjee and Shen (1997) examined the auroral emissions 
during the solar MC on October 18, 1995. Using continuous 
spectroscopic measurements, it was shown that there is a 
difference between the normal auroras and the MC induced 

auroras. Despite the possible ability of compressed MCs to 
cause many large geomagnetic storms (Wang et al. 2003), 
there has been little significant attention as to its effects on 
the MLT energy budget. It should be noted, Georgieva et al. 
(2005) showed the probable impact of MC on the middle 
atmosphere based on the geo-effectiveness of the MC and 
phases of the quasibiennial (QBO) oscillation of equatorial 
stratospheric winds. The general effects were found to be 
strongest for south-north oriented clouds in the QBO easter-
ly phase. However, their statistical study, which was based 
on direct measurement, excludes the link between MC to 
energetic particles precipitating onto the atmosphere.

Based on the aforementioned studies, therefore, there 
is a need to estimate the energy deposition based upon mod-
el calculations with measurements and careful consideration 
of hemispherical differences to determine the influence on 
an energy balance on arrival of MC in the high latitude MLT 
region. In this paper, we investigate MLT responses to a 
fortuitous MC-driven geomagnetic storm which occurred 
on 8 November 2004 using ground and satellite based mea-
surements from SANAE IV (71.7°S, 2.9°W, L = 4.3) and a 
nearby station, Halley (75.52°S, 26.63°W, L = 4.2) in Ant-
arctica and also from the nearest vicinity of their conjugate 
magnetic footprint in the Northern hemisphere. This paper is 
organised as follows; we describe the data used in section 2. 
section 3 presents the various geophysical properties of MC 
and the effects from precipitating particle measurements; 
we present estimated energy deposition using the Monte 
Carlo energy transport method. Section 4 summarises the 
obtained results and conclusions.

2. DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
2.1 Observations
2.1.1 Geophysical Parameters

The geophysical parameters for this event were ob-
tained from the space physics research facility in the Om-
niWeb database. The data set was created at the National 
Space Science Data Center, http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov, 
by interspersing, after cross-normalizing, field and plasma 
data from each of several spacecrafts that contribute mea-
surements (King and Papitashvili 2005). Therefore, the da-
tabase provides multi-source measurements of near-Earth 
solar wind, magnetic field and plasma parameters from dif-
ferent instruments. The solar activity indices (King and Pap-
itashvili 2005), included in the database served as a proxy 
for the state of the ring current and magnetospheric convec-
tion. From different parameters available from the database, 
only those relevant to characterising the MC were obtained 
as presented in section 3.1.

2.1.2 The Imaging Riometer Absorption Data

To study the reaction of MCs with the atmosphere over 77
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the region of interest, we used the imaging riometer data 
(Hargreaves 1969; Browne et al. 1995; Wilson and Stoker 
2002). The riometer data employed in this study was ob-
tained from two locations, Halley in the Southern Hemi-
sphere and stations belonging to the Finnish chain which 
is at the vicinity of the Halley magnetic conjugate in the 
Northern Hemisphere. One other aim of this work is to build 
a futurology over SANAE IV. Halley riometer techniques 
(Hargreaves 1969) are similar to that from SANAE IV (Wil-
son and Stoker 2002) but no data was available at SANAE 
IV during the event. It should be noted that the ionospheric 
status in Halley will be a true representative of absorption 
above SANAE IV due to the proximity of both stations 
along the same magnetic field line. The Earth’s encounter 
with MC will modify the magnetic field significantly. Under 
adiabatic changes to the geomagnetic field L is a conserved 
quantity (Roederer 1970). In a dipole magnetic field, L, is the 
distance from the centre of the Earth to the equatorial cross-
ing point of a given field line. The McIlwain L shell used in 
this study is calculated using the International Geomagnetic 
Reference Field (IGRF) model from http://ngdc.noaa.gov. 
It is expected that for any simultaneous precipitation, where 
particles are precipitated over a wide region, it would be 
detected at both stations simultaneously. For this reason the 
conjugate points of all the riometer data used are shown. 
Figure 1 shows that Halley and the Finnish riometer chains 
are on roughly the same L-shell, but are separated by about  
4 hours of magnetic local time. The field line from Halley 
and SANAE IV intersects at Oulu, a location at close prox-
imity to Rovalemi in Northern Hemisphere. The so called 
‘Wave-particle’ interactions on a given field line may lead 
to precipitation at both foot-points of the field line. There-
fore, the effect at the conjugate hemisphere is more true for 

Oulu and Rovalemi, which is at a roughly same L-value 
with SANAE IV and Halley. The locations of the Finnish 
chain of riometer stations and their L-values are tabulated 
in Table 1. A riometer responds to the integrated absorption 
of cosmic ray noise through the ionosphere (Clilverd et al. 
2010) where the particle motion is collision dominated. The 
riometers are widebeam, typically 30 MHz and sensitive 
to any incident particle population capable of reaching the 
ionosphere in the range of 70 - 100 km (that is, D-region).

The amount of the background cosmic radio noise dis-
rupting the ionosphere is known to be constant for a particu-
lar location and at a given time of the day. In order to iden-
tify extraordinary absorption, a reference Quiet Day Curve 
(QDC) is an important parameter to be considered. Any de-
viations from this expected value must be due to absorption 
in the ionosphere as used in this study. An absorption due to 
such an event was quantified by calculations of an electron 
number density.

2.1.3 Precipitation

The absorption was expected to be as a result of precip-
itating particles on 8 November 2004. So, we used electron 
and proton data from NOAA/POES (National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration Polar Orbiting Environmental 
Satellites). During this event, three satellites, NOAA 15, 
16 and 17 were orbiting the Earth in a polar-orbiting, Sun-
synchronous, and low-altitude (850 km) pass with a period 
of about 100 minutes. Each satellite, has on-board the Me-
dium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) and 
Total Energy Detector (TED) that monitor the intensities of 
charged particle radiation at higher energies (Rodger et al. 
2010a). The MEPED on each satellite provides directional 

Fig. 1. Map showing locations of Halley’s riometer, SANAE IV, the Finnish riometer chain with a star symbol and their conjugate points in  
pentagrams. Halley’s L-shell is plotted as a dashed black curve.
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(0° telescopes for precipitating and 90° for trapped) mea-
surements of protons and energetic electrons. For this study, 
data from the 0° telescope was selected only when it mea-
sured protons and electrons inside the loss cone. Similarly, 
TED monitors proton and electron fluxes. Four detectors 
(two electrons and two proton detectors) are mounted in two 
groups, where one group is viewing radially outward from 
the Earth and the other group viewing at 30°. Each group 
has a proton and an electron detector. At aurora altitudes the 
first group, looks approximately along the field line referred 
to as the vertical detector. In this study, we used fluxes from 
the TED vertical detector. Also, the POES measurements 
were ordered by parameter L. The MEPED measurements 
of energetic electrons have been found to be proton contam-
ination (Rodger et al. 2010a). This study applies correction 
to remove protons from the precipitating electron data. For 
this corrective purpose, data from 0° telescope was selected 
only when it measure electrons inside the loss cone. The 
fidelity of reducing proton contamination, to provide clean 
measurements of precipitating electrons, was obtained from 
Lam et al. (2010) who suggested a first order correction,

15 < LCca a+  (1)

where a  is the local particle pitch angle at the satellite, LCa  
is the edge of the lost cone, while the telescope opening 
angle is 15°. Assuming conservation of the first adiabatic 
invariant, the local pitch angle at the satellite, equivalent to 
the edge of the loss cone was determined by:

B
B

LC
sat

120

a = #  (2)

Both the ambient magnetic field at the spacecraft Bsat and 

the ambient magnetic field at the foot of the field line which 
intersects ~120 km above the Earth are obtained from IGRF 
model.

2.2 Model Calculations
2.2.1 Energy Deposition

Based on Berger et al. (1970), the energy deposition by 
the energetic particles is calculated using the Monte Carlo 
Energy Transport model herein refer to as MCETM:

( )
coss z h z

mb
n

m b mn

i
= -  (3)

where, ( ) ( )z h D h dhm b bh

h0= l l#  is the atmospheric depth used 
as an input for the model with ( )D hbl  as the density suppos-
ing the electron passes through a particular ‘scoring bound-
ary’ hb between the nl th and n 1+ lst collisions, and zm(hb) 
being the mass thickness at each corresponding height. The 
distance, sm, traveled by electrons within the boundary b 
was given as:

( ) ( ) ( )s L E
dE r E r Em n nE

E
0 0 1

n

n

1

= = - +
+
#  (4)

which we obtained by interpolating the atmospheric mean 
range r0 against acquired electrons’ energy E using stopping 
power L. The pathlength from the nl th collision point to the 
boundary results to smb as given in the first equation.

Berger et al. (1970) noted the applicability of this pro-
gram to problems which were actually observed atmospheric 
phenomena and those predicted by the simplified calculations. 
In this case, rather than theoretical assumption of character-
istic energy, we first combined the electron (> 30, > 100, and 

Station Name Station Code Geographic coordinates L-value

SANAE IV SAN 71.68°S, 2.85°W 4.32

Halley HAL 75.52°S, 26.63°W 4.2

Hornsund HOR 77.00°N, 15.60°E 13.2

Kilpisjärvi IRIS 69.05°N, 20.79°E 6.0

Abisko ABI 68.40°N, 18.90°E 5.7

Ivalo IVA 68.55°N, 27.28°E 5.6

Sodankylä SOD 67.42°N, 26.39°E 5.2

*Rovanlemi ROV 66.78°N, 25.94°E 4.9

*Oulu OUL 65.05°N, 25.54°E 4.4

Jyväskylä JYV 62.42°N, 25.28°E 3.7

Table 1. Locations of the riometer data used.

Note: * ROV and OUL are the closest conjugate vicinity of SANAE IV and Halley.
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> 300 keV) energies from MEPED detector into an energy 
range of 30 - 100 and 100 - 300 keV, these integral fluxes are 
then combined with those retrieved from TED in the range of 
2116 - 3075 and 6503 - 9167 eV to obtain differential fluxes. 
That is, the four differential energy channels are fitted into a 
double exponential spectrum:

( )j E A e A eE
E

E
E

1 21 2$ $= +- -  (5)

The characteristic energies, E1 and E2 , and the factors A1 
and A2 are then determined. We found a very high energy 
spectrum associated with this event with characteristic en-
ergies between 3 and 135 keV. At every pathlength, we 
obtained energy deposited at various heights of interest per 
time. Similar to Rees (1989), the energy expended by the 
primary precipitation for each ion-electron pair production 
is taken to be a value of 35 eV. Mæhlum (1973) provided a 
three part exponential technique useful for obtaining infor-
mation about the deposition of proton energy as a function 
of altitude: dz E236 .0 78= -dE , given that the energy loss, dz

dE ,  
is in M eV cm2 g-1 units. Using three part exponential func-
tion, we obtain the spectra used in MCTEM for proton en-
ergy deposition. Both electrons and protons were assumed 
to be vertically incident. In all, the aforementioned atmo-
spheric composition and densities are estimated based on 
the Mass-Spectrometer-Incoherent-Scatter Extended model 
(MSISE-90) which is identical to the COSPAR Internation-
al Reference Atmosphere-86 (CIRA-86).

2.2.2 Electron Number Density

Electron number density from an absorption of radio 
waves by the ionosphere was usually calculated using the 
Appleton-Hartree magnetoionic theory (Majumdar 1972). 
For the Halley riometer used in this study, the radio wave 
frequency (30 MHz) was larger than both the component 
of the gyro-frequency vector in the direction of propaga-
tion, and the collision frequency. Using a classical equation 
(Hargreaves 1992) and approximation (Wang et al. 1994), 
the expression for the absorption A(dB) was reduced to the 
following formula:

( ) . ( ) ( )A dB b ac N h h ds4 58 10 4
e2

5 2!#

~
y= --

#  (6)

where Ne(h) gives the electron number density at any height 
h, ( )hy  which is ~ ( )ht  (Hargreaves and Friedrich 2003) 
and obtained as the property of the atmosphere [i.e., pro-
portional to pressure, ( )ht ], ~  the radio wave angular fre-
quency, and ds the path element.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 The Event Characteristics

A MC as one type of interplanetary ejecta can be iden-
tified by its definite geo effective signatures. Due to the im-
portant position of these signatures in solar terrestrial events, 
understanding the MC is valuable and helpful for the space 
weather research, especially for improving the prediction 
level of the occurrence of intense geomagnetic storms that 
can significantly affect the MLT energy budget. Measure-
ments of geophysical parameters were then inspected from 
the OMNI data set for evidence of these signatures, includ-
ing enhanced magnetic field strength, long and smooth rota-
tion of field vector and low proton temperature (Burlaga et 
al. 1982; Burlaga 1988; Lepping et al. 1990). An enhanced 
magnetospheric convection resulting from the MC may be 
an indication that the solar wind energy gained access into 
the MLT region.

Figure 2 presents the geophysical properties of a MC 
event which occurred at about 3.4 UT on 8 November 2004 
until 16.6 UT of the same day. Figure 2a is a strong magnetic 
field magnitude (peak value 40 nT) with low variance and or-
ganized rotation of the magnetic field direction (y - z) in geo-
centric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate in Fig. 2b,  
and depressed proton number density in Fig. 2c. The solar 
wind speed is increased in Fig. 2d probably because this 
event is fast (a fast solar wind speed is defined as having 
speeds usually more than 500 km s-1). The helium to proton 
ratio in Fig. 2e is enhanced throughout the MC causing low 
pressure. The low ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pres-
sure is affirmed by the drop in dynamic pressure in Fig. 2f  
and plasma beta in Fig. 2g. The magnetospheric convec-
tion measurement, Kp index in OMNI format as presented 
in Fig. 2h shows that the onset of event begins during en-
hanced magnetospheric activity indicating that the mag-
netosphere is immersed in high solar wind flow. It can be 
observed from this panel that there is a consistent pattern 
of magnetospheric response to the MC, as gauged by this 
index. Typical classifications of geomagnetic storms use the 
minimum of the Kp index to determine the size of the storm; 
by these classifications, this event is over 70 percent higher 
than the small geomagnetic storm.

The resultant increase in the activity during MC may 
cause the upper most layer of the magnetophere to move 
inward from its quiet-time median standoff distance. Such 
compression of the magnetopause from a stand-off distance 
will allow the gradual loss of energetic particles from the 
higher radial distances (that is, higher L-values). Depend-
ing upon the initial kinetic energy, particle of this magneto-
spheric origin can precipitate and be absorbed into different 
heights of the atmosphere.

3.2 Particle Absorption and Precipitation

Figure 3 shows hourly riometer absorption measurements.  80
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At the arrival of MC there is a rise in absorption in coin-
cidence with the onset of high magnetospheric activities. 
The absorption peaks continue to reach a maximum on ar-
rival of MC and drops slightly after impact. We continue 
to notice absorption 3 days after the event which is almost 
the same value with the peak seen on MC, indicating that 
the particle precipitation is fairly uniform over a large area. 
Generally, the different values in absorption seen after the 
MC indicate, however, the precipitation has some localised 
or multiple contributing processes. These observations can 
be seen in the vicinity of the northern conjugate measured 
by a Finnish chain of riometers as presented in Fig. 3b. It is 
also noted that the average absorption peaks follow the du-
ration of an enhancement in the magnetosphere. The energy 
spectrum of the precipitating energetic particles varies from 
one event to another, as well as during an event. However, 
the criterion for MC occurrence is fulfilled throughout this 
period with the peaks in absorption at the main phase of the 
storms triggered by MC. Even so, we wish to ascertain if the 

changes or the high peak in absorption are actually due to 
changes in particle precipitation at the onset of this event. A 
way toward ascertaining this is to first quantify the resulting 
electron density from the ionospheric absorption.

Figure 4 shows the resultant electron densities using 
Eq. (6). In order to effectively exclude any other possible 
local and multiple contributing processes, we have centered 
the calculations on a single day of the MC. The main part of 
the MC produces ionisation around 90 km on arrival of MC 
at Earth until following day. The electron number density 
calculations show enhanced electron densities above 90 km 
on the impact of the MC which coincides with the rise in the 
Kp index. In these conditions, lower energy protons are also 
expected to reach the atmosphere. Comparing this model 
variations with riometer absorption in Fig. 3 shows that the 
two impulsive peaks on arrival of MC and a day following it 
coincide well with each other suggesting that there is indeed 
a precipitation of energetic electrons into the D-region iono-
sphere; although, there is some discrepancy in the early part 

Fig. 2. Plots of properties of MC used: panels (a) show magnetic field magnitude, (b) IMF in GSM coordinate in z-component (black line) and  
y-component (red dashed line), (c) proton number density, (d) solar wind speed, (e) nα/np, (f) dynamic pressure, (g) plasma beta, (h) Kp index in 
OMNI format. The vertical borderline indicates MC interval.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Hourly riometers absorption during MC. (a) Indicates absorption from Halley and (b) Finnish chain of riometers. The format is same as in 
Fig. 2.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 2. (Continued)
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(3:40 UT) of the event. This is likely to be as a result of the 
extremely low proton density at the start of the event, which 
causes less ionisation below 100 km altitude. On the other 
hand, the enhanced electron number densities above 100 km 
is due to background solar radiation in the E-region. For clar-
ity, we checked the Solar flux proxy adjusted to 1 AU during 
the MC (not shown). The F10.7 index that measures the solar 
radio flux per unit frequency at a wavelength of 10.7 cm 
correlates well with Solar Extra Ultra Violet (EUV) emis-
sions. A visual inspection indicated that the Solar flux proxy 
varied from 125 s.f.u. at the impact of MC to 140 s.f.u. a day 
after and later dropped to 90 s.f.u. The Halley and SANAE 
IV regions which lie entirely in the Southern Hemisphere’s 
polar latitude receive relative high amount of solar EUV dur-
ing summer. Previous studies, according to Sripathi (2012), 
have indicated that electron density varies linearly with solar 
flux. Another way to ascertain if the peaks in absorption are 
actually due to precipitation triggered by MC is to check the 
degree of precipitating particles at this time.

Using particle measurements from the 0° detectors on 
the MEPED and TED instruments onboard NOAA 15, 16 
and 17, we obtained the precipitating particles over and near 
our regions of interest at several points in time. The particle 
measurement was projected down to about 100 km which 
is near the foot of the magnetic field line, and sort the mea-
surement in a McIlwain L shell of ± 0.02 L around Halley 
(L = 4.2), SANAE IV (L = 4.3) and at the vicinity of their 
conjugates at only Oulu (L = 4.4) and Rovalemi (L = 4.9).  
As previously mentioned, the conjugate effect will verified 
more at both Oulu and Rovalemi in the Northern conjugate. 
Due to an increase in data points, a linear interpolation tech-
nique is employed (Fang et al. 2007). Due to the interpo-
lation, however, the time differences between the satellite 
crossings, and the coarse grid averaging out of a possible lo-
cal effect, we can only expect a relative correlation between 
riometer measurements at these regions and the fluxes re-
trieved from the NOAA satellites.

Figures 5a - d presents the electron fluxes in energy 
channels > 30, > 100, and > 300 keV above Halley, SA-
NAE IV and at the vicinity of the Northern conjugate, 
Oulu and Rovalemi, using simple interpolation techniques. 
We find that over Halley and SANAE IV, as presented in  
Figs. 5a and b respectively, absorption peaks coincided with 
relative increase in precipitating electron flux on the arrival 
of MC. The MC driven precipitation is seen to be energy 
dependent at all local times, which did not recover quickly 
to the pre-event level. The prolonged recovery across all the 
energy bands was likely to be that acceleration processes 
are either enhanced or dominated by multiple loss processes 
capable of acting on varying electron energies. This partly 
explains the reason for absorption peaks seen days after the 
event. The region near Oulu and Rovalemi in Figs. 5c and d 
respectively show a similar scenario for the conjugate vicin-
ity in the Northern Hemisphere indicating, perhaps, a global 
feature. We find this assumption meaningful because Hal-
ley, SANAE IV and the Finnish riometer chain along the 
same L-shell are separated by about 4 hours of magnetic 
local time; but, at the same time we find an increase in ab-
sorption from particle precipitation at Southern Hemisphere 
stations to have been simultaneous to or tied with that at 
the Northern conjugate. The idea that this may indeed occur 
is a concept of simultaneous precipitation, where particles 
are precipitated over a wide enough region to be detected 
at both stations simultaneously. As seen in Fig. 3, there is 
a very similar absorption profile at the Halley, SANAE IV 
and Finnish riometers indicating that the same precipita-
tion event was measured at both stations. Apparently, the 
smooth rotation of IMF-Bz converts closed electron drift 
paths to open paths allowing electrons to be lost through 
magnetopause shadowing, thus, precipitate into the meso-
sphere region as indicated by riometer. Similar to the mod-
eled background electron number density in the presence 
of the MC-triggered absorption, we investigated the den-
sity height profile by re- placing the absorption with these 

Fig. 4. Altitude-time-color map of modeled electron number density from absorption measurements.
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measured differential electron fluxes as presented in Fig. 6. 
We find a significant correlation between Figs. 4 and 6 for 
densities upon a MC arrival. The high densities of electrons 
during the MC allow us to test whether a MC is related to 
the density of free electrons or to something else. The num-
ber density of electrons during the main phase of the event 
increase for both height profiles of electron density obtained 
from absorption and precipitating electron fluxes. The situ-
ation is obviously the same for protons as shown in Fig. 7. 
We find that protons across the energy channels are associ-
ated with the absorption due to the MC triggered storm.

3.3 Energy Deposition

Figure 8 shows the energy deposition by the electrons 

at the vicinity of SANAE IV and its conjugate using the 
MCETM discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. In Fig. 8 (top panel 
left), we find a local maxima of energy deposition at 90 km 
on 8 November 2004 after the impact of a MC. This is obvi-
ous from the mean profile in the top panel (right) of Fig. 8.  
The enhancement in the energy deposition persists till a day 
after the event. While we continue to notice a peak in the 
energy deposition, even in the Northern vicinity, Fig. 8 (bot-
tom) shows that the situation is only comparable at 100 km 
a day after the impact of a MC. This also coincides with 
enhanced magnetospheric activity. Comparing the electrons 
deposition with the deposition by MC protons as presented 
in Fig. 9, we find that the energy deposition is generally 
dominated by electrons, indicating an enhanced electron 
fluxes.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5. NOAA/POES electrons precipitation on arrival of MC. (a - d) Indicate electron precipitation from Halley (a), SANAE IV (b), Oulu (c) and 
Rovalemi (d). MC interval is bordered by vertical lines.
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Fig. 6. Altitude-time-color map of modeled electron number density from differential electron fluxes.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 7. NOAA/POES protons precipitation on arrival of MC. (a - d) Indicate precipitation from Halley (a), SANAE IV (b), Oulu (c) and Rovalemi 
(d). Format is as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8. Energy deposition by MC electrons. The top panel (left) shows the energy distribution as a function of altitude and time in days near  
SANAE IV and (right) daily mean profile centered a day on MC arrival at Earth. The bottom (left) and (right) panels are similar scenarios near Oulu 
in Northern Hemisphere.

Fig. 9. Energy deposition by MC protons. Format is as in Fig. 8.
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According to Fig. 8, we find an electron energy de-
position rate of about 165 keV cm-3 s-1, an equivalent of  
2.64 × 10-14 J cm-3 s-1 in an acceptable SI unit, which is  
0.32 × 10-14 J cm-3 s-1 less than what is found at 100 km 
altitude in the northern conjugate vicinity on the impact of 
MC. This is capable of giving rise to a heating rate of ap-
proximately 0.77 K h-1 in an ideal diatomic gas atmosphere 
or about 0.12 K h-1 if the atmosphere is assumed to be ideal 
monoatomic at this altitude. The rate derived for diatomic 
gas atmosphere is in close agreement with previous work 
posted by Offermann (1985), who found particle precipi-
tation heating rates of approximately 0.1 K h-1 at 90 km  
during high geomagnetic conditions which is in closer 
agreement to what we have obtained for our region of inter-
est in Northern hemisphere and at its conjugate. Energetic 
particles can cause heating and eventual cooling, depending 
upon which altitude is studied and the specific militating 
condition. Here, we find that energy deposition is deeper 
in the Southern hemisphere than in the Northern conjugate 
upon the arrival of a MC.

But it is more likely, however, that the arrival of MC 
causes the persistence of energy deposition seen days after 
the event. This is arguable since this paper presents a case 
study. However, momentum flux, that is, correlation of the 
meridional (V) winds and the longitudinal asymmetry of the 
zonal (U) wind, is a good proxy for disturbed mesopause 
region from geoineffective sources. Futurology aims to in-
vestigate momentum flux using neutral wind measurements 
from SuperDARN radar network. With this, we would be 
able to quantify the character of global-scale meridional 
wave period. A visual check on the QBO upon arrival of 
this left-handed MC shows that it was during easterly phase, 
indicating a probable disturbed stratosphere (Georgieva et 
al. 2005) caused by this event.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The MC event which occurred on 8 November 2004 
coincided with enhanced magnetospheric conditions. On the 
arrival of the MC at Earth, which triggered large geomag-
netic disturbance, we estimated energy deposition into the 
atmosphere. Upon arrival, the Halley riometers in Antarctica 
and that of Finish, a conjugate vicinity in the opposite hemi-
sphere, indicated absorption peaks and enhanced electron 
densities. The energy deposited at this time interacted with 
various plasma waves and thus, causing enhanced ionospher-
ic density within collision dominated regions. The electron 
number density calculations show enhanced densities above 
90 km on the impact of MC which coincides with the rise 
in magnetospheric convection. Energetic particle measure-
ments from NOOA/POES that pass through and near these 
regions confirm that the absorption events are most likely 
due to particle precipitation caused by the arrival of MC. 
Using MCETM shows that the energy deposition dominated 

by electrons on arrival of this event is capable of giving rise 
to an heating rate of approximately 0.77 K h-1 in an ideal di-
atomic gas atmosphere or about 0.12 K h-1 if the atmosphere 
is assumed to be ideal monoatomic at the altitude of about 
100 km, which is in close agreement to previous work in the 
Northern Hemisphere. It was found that an approximation 
of these energy deposition rates for Southern Hemisphere 
extends to lower altitudes. Considering the size of the es-
timated heating rates, it could be hypothesized that there is 
significant temperature effects on the particle precipitation 
in the upper mesosphere above these regions following the 
arrival of MC. We choose to be prudent with our conclu-
sions regarding these solar influences however, since the 
magnitude of the heating and cooling rate associated with 
MC do not necessarily preclude influences by atmospheric 
features such as tides and gravity waves as these remain an 
arduous challenge. In order to elucidate what these effects 
might have, further work is underway to analyze the asso-
ciated wave field with the MC arrival at Earth. The parti-
cle precipitation investigated in the present study occurred 
during ICME-driven storms. Precipitation also needs to be 
studied in high-speed-solar wind-driven storms. Because 
high-speed-solar wind-driven storms are more variable than 
the ICME-driven storms, the rate of energy deposition under 
more varied conditions will be studied.
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Abstract

The response of mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) temperature to energetic particle precipitation over the Earth’s polar
regions is not uniform due to complex phenomena within the MLT environment. Nevertheless, the modification of MLT temperatures
may require an event-based study to be better observed. This work examines the influence of precipitation, triggered by solar wind stream
interfaces (SI) event from 2002 to 2007, on polar MLT temperature. We first test the relationship between the ionospheric absorption
measured by the SANAE IV (South African National Antarctic Expedition IV) riometer and the layer of energetic particle precipitation
from POES (Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites). The combined particle measurements from POES 15, 16, 17 and 18 were obtained
close in time to the pass of the SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry) temperature retrieval.
Here, a superposed epoch technique is described and implemented to obtain average temperature profiles during SI-triggered particle
precipitation. The superposed epoch average shows no significant temperature decrease below 100 km prior to the onset of SI-triggered
precipitation, whereas a clear superposed average temperature decrease is observed at 95 km after the SI impact. A case study of SI event
also yields similar observations. Results indicate that cooling effects due to the production of mesospheric odd hydrogen might be major
contributors to temperature decrease under compressed solar wind stream.
� 2014 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The MLT (mesosphere (50–100 km) and lower thermo-
sphere (100–180 km)) regions are not fully understood
when considering the dynamics of the Earth’s upper atmo-
sphere. The complication in understanding the energy and
thermal balance ranges from a great number of parameters
determining the heating processes to those cooling it

(Offermann, 1985). Plasma flow from the sun, energetic
particle precipitation, heat conduction, neutral winds,
gravity waves breaking and infrared cooling are among
the important parameters. These parameters play signifi-
cant roles in the heating and cooling processes depending
on the effective geophysical conditions (Roble, 1995). The
level of geophysical activities generally increases during
magnetospheric storms. The magnetospheric storms can
be fueled by the solar wind streams and consequently drive
particles into the Earth’s upper atmosphere; this function
defines the term geomagnetic storms. During geomagnetic
storms, the atmosphere experiences influx of precipitating
energetic particles (Rees, 1989). The rate of precipitation
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also depends on the solar wind stream structure that trig-
gers the geomagnetic storm. For instance, the bimodal
structure of the solar wind streams provides the mechanism
for the stream interface (SI) occurrence (Burlaga, 1974).

The slow-speed solar wind streams (SSWS) from the
vicinity of streamer belt are constantly at the leading edge
of the trailing high-speed solar wind streams (HSSWS)
which originate from coronal holes. Due to the Earth’s
magnetic field, however, both streams cannot mingle. The
region that separates these dense, slow-moving plasma
from fast, less dense plasma is the SI (Burlaga, 1974;
Gosling et al., 1978). SI is a type of storm-driven event
(Friedel et al., 2002; Dal Lago et al., 2002) and can trigger
precipitation, which might cause significant compositional
changes if it interacts with the upper atmospheric constitu-
ents. Intuitively, particle precipitation is anticipated to
enhance upper atmospheric temperature. Nonetheless,
some previous works (for example, Banks, 1977;
Offermann, 1985; Jackman et al., 2007; von Savigny
et al., 2007; Pancheva et al., 2007) have shown a potential
heating effect, an apparent cooling effect or no measurable
temperature response to precipitating particles. The appar-
ent inconsistency is probably due to some differences in the
solar wind–magnetosphere coupling processes. Here, we
focused on just the SI-triggered precipitation effects on
the MLT temperature within the period of 2002–2007,
the details of which will be presented in Section 2. It should
be noted that SI is associated with the corotating interac-
tion region (CIR) and thus recurs (Heber et al., 1999;
Borovsky and Denton, 2008, 2009; Morley et al., 2010b).
Due to this recurrence nature, according to Borovsky and
Denton (2009), SI is amenable to superposed epoch analy-
sis (SEA).

In this study, we have performed SEA on the selected 27
SI-driven storms that occurred from 2002 to 2007. We have
investigated the ultimate implications of these events by
studying the associated geophysical properties, solar wind
conditions and absorption of the precipitating particle.
We also examined the MLT temperature changes in
response to (or caused by) SI-triggered precipitation over
SANAE IV (71.7�S, 2.9�W, L = 4.32). Finally, we vali-
dated our technique with temperature measurement above
100 km and also with a nightside SI event that occurred on
7 May 2007.

2. Data description and event selection

2.1. TIMED/SABER data

The TIMED (Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere
Energetic and Dynamics) satellite was launched on 7
December 2001 into a 625-km circular orbit, with 74.1�
inclination. The satellite’s orbit period is 102 min. The
SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband
Emission Radiometry), which is one of the four instru-
ments on-board the TIMED satellite, measures the CO2

15-lm limb emission, which is useful for estimating the

neutral temperatures up to approximately 130 km. In order
to maintain the instrument at a certain temperature,
SABER obtains temperature profiles from 83�S to 52�N
during its south-looking mode for 60 days and then
switches to an analogous north-looking mode. Here, we
obtain the temperature measurements during SABER’s
south-looking mode.

TIMED/SABER has been found to be useful and con-
tributes to the validation of assimilative atmospheric models
such as the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI, Bilitza
et al., 2014). An empirical model of neutral (CIRA-86) tem-
perature published on the IRI-2007 website http://omni-
web.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/iri_vitmo.html is employed in
this study.

2.2. NOAA/POES data

The NOAA/POES (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites) is
a polar-orbiting, Sun-synchronous, low-altitude (850 km)
satellite with a period of approximately 100 min. The satel-
lite has on-board the Medium Energy Proton and Electron
Detector (MEPED) and Total Energy Detector (TED),
which monitor the intensities of precipitating energetic par-
ticles (Rodger et al., 2010). These detectors have up to 30�
field of view. POES (15–18) orbit the Earth in such a way
that they pass over the poles within the period under study.
The MEPED on each satellite provides directional (0� tele-
scopes for precipitating and 90� for trapped) measurements
of protons and energetic electrons. At high latitudes, the
vertical detector measures the particles in the drift loss
cone. During geomagnetic disturbances, trapped energetic
particles can enter drift shells located above the upper ion-
osphere via a loss mechanism. Since the vertical detectors
look approximately along the field line, it will only detect
precipitating particles.

In this study, data from 0� telescope were selected only
when it measures protons and electrons within the loss
cone. With POES satellites, our statistical work is organ-
ised across all local time such that at any given time, one
of the POES satellites provides measurements.

2.3. Riometer data

Remote sensing of electromagnetic waves of cosmic ori-
gin is a technique useful in studying the state and the struc-
ture of the ionosphere (Hargreaves, 1979). Riometers
respond to both the integrated absorption of cosmic ray
noise through the ionosphere and electron density at
heights where there is a high collision (see, Clilverd et al.,
2010). The riometers are mostly widebeam, typically
30 MHz, and sensitive to any incident particle population
capable of reaching the altitude range of 70–100 km. In
order to identify extraordinary ionospheric absorption
from remote measurements, a reference Quiet Day Curve
(QDC) value is an important parameter to be considered
(Ogunjobi et al., 2014). Any deviations from this expected
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value must then be due to absorption in the ionosphere.
The riometer absorption during SI event is employed in
this study as a robust indicator of precipitation of high-
energy particles.

2.4. SEA technique and event selection

The collection of the SI-driven storms used in this study
is from the year 2002 to 2007 which is the possible time
frame of riometer measurements from SANAE IV. The
events are a subset of the solar wind SI found in
Varotsou et al. (2008), Simunac et al. (2009), Morley
et al. (2010b) and Ogunjobi (2011). Any SI-driven storms
that are preceded and/or followed by another interface
within 2 days is excluded from the SI collection. This con-
dition is meaningful because such an event is sufficiently
close to be considered as a duplicate event or as a result
of multiple contributing processes. After imposing this con-
dition, a total of 27 SI-driven storms occur during
SABER’s south-looking mode. The hourly OMNI data-
base is used to examine the geophysical properties, solar
wind conditions and the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) near the Earth on SI arrival. The OMNI data set
from http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov. is created by inter-
spersing, after cross-normalizing, field and plasma mea-
surements at the Earth’s Bow Shock Nose (BSN) from
each contributing spacecraft (King and Papitashvili, 2005).

The SEA technique, as earlier noted, is one method of
composition of time series data. This technique of analysis
can apply to large noisy data set so as to reveal a consistent
response to some repeatable phenomenon (Chree, 1908;
Miyoshi and Kataoka, 2005; Freeman and Morley, 2009;
Borovsky and Denton, 2009; Morley et al., 2010b). In this
study, time series of the SI parameters are extracted from a
window around the epoch and all data at a given time rel-
ative to epoch form the sample of events at that lag. The
data at each time lag are then averaged so that fluctuations
not consistent around the epoch is canceled. The choice of
reference (zero epoch) time for SEA are important and
could substantially influence the results (Borovsky and
Denton, 2009). One major characteristic of SI events on
arrival at Earth is the deflection of solar wind azimuthal
velocity in GSE (geocentric solar ecliptic) coordinate.
Therefore, the zero epoch of the 27 SI was taken at the time
when the azimuthal solar wind velocity flow reverses from
westward to eastward. Fig. 1 shows an epoch view of solar
wind azimuthal velocity for the 27 SI events. The traces for
many of the 27 events are overlaid by the other events;
hence, only a smaller number of traces are visible in Fig. 1.

3. Observations and analysis

3.1. SEA: geophysical properties of the set of 27 SIs

Fig. 2(a)–(h) presents the superposed measurements of
the near-Earth solar wind conditions and geophysical
parameters from the OMNI database (King and

Papitashvili, 2005). In Fig. 2(a), the superposed average
of Kp is plotted. The Kp is a measure of the strength of
the solar wind driving the magnetosphere (Thomsen,
2004). Kp is low prior to the arrival of SI while there is a
gradual rise that coincides with the SI onset. The Kp in
OMNI format is seen to be ramping up from �0.8 days
and reaches an average peak of 4+ coinciding at SI onset,
which implies an enhanced magnetospheric convection at
SI arrival near Earth. The geomagnetic activity remains
at a comparatively high level after the arrival for about
3 days. A superposed average of the Dst index as a measure
of ring current is shown in Fig. 2 (b). The positive interval
prior to the onset of SI indicates weakly driven compressed
magnetosphere (e.g, Borovsky and Denton, 2006). At the
onset, Dst reverses to a modest average of about �30 nT
indicating that the magnetospheric convection is increasing
the pressure of the magnetospheric plasmas. Since SI is typ-
ically a high-speed stream-driven storm, strong ring current
perturbation is not expected (Friedel et al., 2002; Morley
et al., 2010b), but the increasing pressure of the plasmas
can result in a diamagnetic effect lasting for days
(Borovsky and Denton, 2009). The superposed average of
the IMF Bz is plotted in Fig. 2(c). The northward IMF
Bz interval prior to the onset of SI creates a calm before
the storm. There is a sector reversal from north to south
on arrival of SI. A southward interplanetary magnetic field
will cause the magnetopause to be pushed inward from its
stand-off distance (Dmitriev and Suvorova, 2013). During
the southward turning of IMF Bz, energetic particles can
gain access into the Earth’s upper atmosphere due to mag-
netopause distortion. Prior to the arrival of SI, the solar
wind number density in Fig. 2(d) shows compressed slow
wind and an average elevation of 17 cm�3 at SI onset.

Further evidence of compressed plasma flow at the onset
is seen in the superposed average of the solar wind radial
velocity (Vx GSE) in Fig. 2(e). Prior to the SI onset is the
low wind speed in the range of approximately 400 km/s,
which is ramping up near the arrival of SI. At the onset,
Vx (GSE) rises to about 550 km/s for over +3 days with
high Alfvén Mach number, MA, (Fig. 2(f)). High MA is
expected of CIR storm drivers due to high-speed solar wind
stream. The solar wind pressure (Fig. 2(g)) is ramping up a
few hours prior to SI at Earth and reaches a peak of about
10 nPa on its arrival. The pressure increase on the arrival of
SI is a clear indication of the dynamic pressure difference as
the fast solar wind overtakes the slow solar wind. So,
SSWS is compressed prior to the SI onset and HSSWS is
compressed after the onset.

The plasma compression from the SI onset, controlled
by the electric field and the new temperature gradients,
can alter the neutral atmosphere, and can ultimately affect
the temperature of the upper atmosphere. Nevertheless, the
outcomes of such effects on MLT temperature observations
are yet to be completely understood. The solar wind azi-
muthal velocity (GSE-Vy is presented in Fig. 2(h). The
superposed average of GSE-Vy reverses from an average
of �12 km/s to +19 km/s on arrival of SI. The point where
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the Vy flow reverses from westward to eastward through
zero is the SI.

These observations represent, perhaps, an increased ring
current particle density via an enhanced magnetospheric
convection which might result in particle precipitation.

3.2. SEA: particle precipitation during SI-driven storms

Using measurements from the MEPED instruments on-
board NOAA 15, 16, 17 and 18, we examine particle pre-
cipitation over the vicinity of SANAE IV at several periods
of time. The precipitating particle measurement is pro-
jected down to around 100 km which is near the foot of
the magnetic field line, and then sorted over ±4� and
±10� latitude and longitude, respectively. Due to an
increase in data points, a linear interpolation technique is
employed (Fang et al., 2007).

Prior to the period of increased magnetospheric convec-
tion, there is no significant precipitation with only an aver-
age of 100 cm�2 s�1 sr�1 flux for >30 and >100 keV
electrons as seen in Fig. 3 (upper panel), whereas an abrupt
slower decaying peak (up to 106 cm�2 s�1 sr�1) is seen on
arrival until 0.5 days. With the magnetopause possibly hav-
ing been stripped off, the energetic particles can gain access
into the MLT region. The sharp peak in precipitating elec-
tron flux on arrival of the SI coincides with the time of
enhanced magnetospheric activities and plasma flow pre-
sented in Fig. 2. This SEA characteristic of the electron
fluxes is also observed for a proton energy of 80–240 keV
and 240–800 keV, as seen in Fig. 3 (bottom panel). Gener-
ally, the energetic particle precipitation does not regress to
the pre-event level with the return of the IMF Bz from
southward to northward. This may be interpreted as a
non-adiabatic effect. A non-adiabatic response means that
there is a real loss of energetic particles from the ’outer
radiation belt’ and eventual precipitation into the upper
atmosphere. Precipitation associated with this type of event

confirms the expectation of Tsurutani and Lakhina (1997).
It is expected that at the storm recovery phase, any interac-
tion involving the so-called ’whistler mode waves’ and
outer radiation belt particles is capable of scattering ener-
getic particles into the drift loss cone. Particles from the
drift loss cone may result in ring current decay and perhaps
affect the MLT compositions.

3.3. SEA: absorption and deposition during SI triggered

precipitation

Given the interpolation mentioned earlier, the correla-
tion between absorption measurements over the region of
interest and the fluxes retrieved from the NOAA satellites
can only be qualitative. Nevertheless, the riometer observa-
tion can be used to quantify any possible effects caused by
intense particle precipitation in the ionospheric D-region
(�90 km).

Fig. 4 shows the superposed average of cosmic radio
noise absorption from the SANAE IV riometer. The super-
posed average of the absorption rate is seen to be approx-
imately half an order of magnitude higher than the pre-
event level. The absorption peaks for >3 h after the SI
impact. The superposed average from the riometer shows
that SI-triggered precipitation reaches the MLT altitude.
This indicates a probable link between the dominant mech-
anism acting during precipitation and the resulting atmo-
spheric heating or cooling. This will be the subject for a
future study. However, the absorption due to SI-triggered
precipitation further confirms an enhanced magnetospheric
convection.

We consider the energy deposition height profile using
the Monte Carlo Energy Transport model (MCTEM,
Ogunjobi et al., 2014). Fig. 5 presents the energy deposition
height profile due to the precipitating particles in the vicin-
ity of SANAE IV. Fig. 5(a)–(d) shows that the superposed
average of energy deposition increases around the time of
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SI (which indicates the precipitation of high energy parti-
cles). The rate of energy deposition is increased and peaks
around 90 km altitude immediately after SI arrival. The
energy deposition at mesospheric height remains elevated
until approximately 3 h after SI impact and gradually
returns to pre-event level at 6 h later.

3.4. SEA: corresponding temperature modification

From the geophysical and solar wind conditions, it is
apparent that the SI-triggered energetic particle precipita-
tion ultimately results in energy deposition in mesospheric
heights. In view of this, the temperature measurement from

SABER is obtained in the area where MEPED measures
particle precipitation. It should be recalled that particle
measurement over SANAE IV is projected down to about
100 km which is near the foot of the magnetic field line, and
sorted over ±4� latitude and ±10� longitude. In order to
have more realistic temperature estimates, we ensure that
SABER measurements are taken immediately after the
NOAA/POES satellite pass. Also with SEA, we expect only
temperature changes that coincide with the SI-particle pre-
cipitation. Fig. 6 presents the average temperature profiles
during the SI event.

Prior (�6 h) to the event as seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b)
there is no significant temperature decrease below 100 km,
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whereas at the SI onset (Fig. 6(c)) until +6 h afterward
(Fig. 6(d)) we observe a superposed average temperature
decrease of approximately 35 K around 95 km. The super-
posed average temperature characteristics at 95 km corre-
lates with the abrupt peaks seen during particle
precipitation and absorption on SI arrival. Previous work
by Pancheva et al. (2007) also found a temperature decrease
of about 25 K below 100 km associated with a geomagnetic
storm in the Northern hemisphere. This implies that particle
precipitation has perhaps affected the neutral chemistry of
the MLT via ionisation. According to Solomon et al.
(1981), the direct impact of energetic particles on meso-
sphere constituents will include not only reaction to form

odd nitrogen (NOx) but also induced production and
recombination of water cluster ions to produce odd hydro-
gen (HOx). The production of HOx can cause mesospheric
cooling (e.g. Rusch et al., 1981; Damiani et al., 2010).
Grenfell et al. (2006) found HOx to be an important con-
tributing catalyst in ozone loss reactions in the mesospheric
region. Ozone itself is significant in the absorption of solar
ultraviolet radiation and thus may affect the radiative bal-
ance, temperature and dynamics of the atmosphere. While
our observations of the cooling effect below 95 km is similar
to Pancheva et al. (2007), it is however not fully consistent
with the work of von Savigny et al. (2007), Jackman et al.
(2007) and Ogunjobi et al. (2014).
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In the observational work of von Savigny et al. (2007), a
temperature increase of a few K/d was observed around
90 km during solar proton event (SPE). The model of
Jackman et al. (2007) shows a small heating effect of 2–
3 K in the Southern hemisphere while there is no significant
response in the Northern hemisphere during an SPE event.
A heating effect was also found below 100 km in the South-
ern hemisphere in a recent case study by Ogunjobi et al.
(2014) for a different type of storm-driven event known
as magnetic cloud (MC). The apparent contradictory tem-
perature responses demonstrate the complexity of the
energy budget in the MLT region. It might be that, within

each of these structures (MC, SPE and SI), the magnetic
fields are of fundamentally different origin and the solar
wind parameters that control the solar wind–magneto-
sphere coupling might also have different behaviour.
Another plausible explanation is hemispherical differences
in the observable locations.

In the recovery phase (Fig. 6 (e) and (f)), the tempera-
ture response to an SI-triggered precipitation shows a grad-
ual return to pre-event level from 9 h after the SI onset.
The return of temperature to a pre-event level shows that
the precipitation indeed plays a substantial part in temper-
ature changes. Generally, we find a temperature increase
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Fig. 6. Superposed epoch average of SABER temperatures associated with SI-triggered precipitation.
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associated with SI-triggered precipitation at �110 and
120 km. An increase in dynamic pressure at SI arrival
(Fig. 2(g) is an indication that the magnetopause may be

closer to the Earth, resulting in the loss of magnetospheric
particles through the ’magnetopause shadowing’. The
resultant heating due to magnetospheric convection
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together with Joule heating might be the major contribu-
tors to the observed temperature increase at �110 and
120 km. According to Banks (1977), enhanced heating
rates of about 40 k/h is not unusual at 120-km altitude
due to accumulated Joule heating. Although SI-triggered
precipitation is just a single parameter in a system of multi-
ple variables, an SEA on a large number of measurements
may average out the effects of some of the other parame-
ters, such as tides and gravity waves. One other possible
reason for the apparent contradiction in temperature
responses might be the sunlit condition, which might affect
the temperature estimate in the SEA. Thus, it is necessary
to validate the SEA technique using temperature measure-
ments on the nightside. This can be achieved by analysing a
nightside SI event.

3.5. A case study on 7 May 2007 SI event

An SI event arrives near at about 1430 UTC on 7 May
2007. Using global positioning system (GPS) satellites,
Morley et al. (2010a) had examined earlier the time scale
of the particle precipitation from the outer radiation belt
during this event. However, the ultimate effect that such
a particle could have on mesospheric dynamics is yet to
be studied, although it is not all the particles that drop
out of the trapped radiation belt that will precipitate onto
the polar atmosphere. We, however, find this event in the
list of our epoch collections and it is regarded here as a spe-
cial event as it allows useful validation of SEA.

Using the OMNI data (King and Papitashvili, 2005), we
obtain the geophysical parameters during the SI event on 7
May 2007 as presented in Fig. 7(a)–(h). Similar to the
events in Fig. 1, storm activities are relatively low prior
to the SI arrival. Most important of these is a peak in solar
wind dynamic pressure on the arrival which again indicates
inward movement of the magnetopause. The precipitation
of >30 keV of electrons shows an abrupt peak (similar to
SEA) on SI arrival as can be seen in Fig. 7(i). Electrons
above 30 keV can penetrate to <105 km (Lam et al.,
2010). This is confirmed using a SANAE IV riometer. A
significant peak in absorption is seen over SANAE IV on
arrival of SI as presented in Fig. 7(j).

We examine the SABER temperature measurement on
the nightside (18–06 LT), at exactly the same height and
spatial location with NOAA/POES. During the Southern
winter season (this case), we expect influence from diurnal
variation which needs to be accounted for. Fig. 8 presents
an average vertical temperature profile centered on a day of
SI. Similar to SEA, an increase in temperature is generally
seen above 105 km. Prior to the SI arrival, there was no sig-
nificant average temperature decrease below 100 km,
whereas at the event’s onset, we find an apparent average
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temperature decrease of approximately 30 K below 90 km.
We attribute this temperature decrease to HOx production
processes initiated by direct particle impact on mesosphere
composition. Again, the temperature profile is seen to have
returned to pre-event level a day after the SI. Compared
with the IRI model (Fig. 9), the tendency for decreased
temperature below 100 km can also be seen near the SI
impact. At SI arrival, we observe significant cooling below
100 km. It should be noted that SABER temperature mea-
surements are retrieved in the area of >30 keV electron pre-
cipitation. Therefore, we do not expect perfect correlation
between SABER temperature profile and the CIRA-86
model of neutral temperatures.

4. Summary and conclusion

We have performed an SEA study on 27 SI-driven
storms. Data from SABER on-board the TIMED satellite
provide unique information on MLT temperature in the
area of SI-triggered precipitation measured by NOAA/
POES. Generally, we find a significant superposed average
temperature enhancement at 110 and 120 km. Prior to SI
onset, there is no significant temperature decrease below
100 km, whereas at the onset of the SI-triggered precipita-
tion, we observe an immediate superposed average temper-
ature decrease of about 35 K around 95 km. We continue
to observe a temperature decrease at 95 km until over 6 h
after the SI impact and gradual return to pre-event level
between 9 and 12 h later. To further validate the SEA
observations, we examined a nightside SI event on 7 May
2007. Similar to the SEA observations, we find a tempera-
ture reduction of approximately 30 K around 95 km
related to >30 keV electron precipitation at SI onset.

From these observations, we suggest that the heating
due to enhanced magnetospheric convection together with
Joule heating might be the major contributors to the
observed temperature increase at �110 and 120 km, while
the decrease around 95 km might be as a consequence of
the mesospheric cooling effects during HOx production
processes.

The SI-triggered precipitation investigated in the present
study all occurred during compressed, high-speed-stream-
driven storms. The MLT temperature changes can be stud-
ied under different magnetospheric conditions. In particu-
lar, coronal mass ejection (CME)-driven storms will be of
great interest to confirm or modify the suggestions of the
present study.
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Abstract

Using SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) HF radar, we report the long term
trends and variations of Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE) over SANAE IV (South
African National Antarctic Expedition IV). An extraction algorithm is implemented to obtain
SuperDARN–PMSE during the summer from 1998 to 2007. The SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence
probability rate in relation to the mesospheric neutral winds and temperature are also studied
and presented in this paper. The SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence on day–to–day scale show pre-
dominantly diurnal variations, a broader maximum peak at local noon and distinct minimum at
midnight. The SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence is high in the summer solstice with an insignifi-
cant interannual variability in the shape of the seasonal curves. The SuperDARN–PMSE peaks
coincide with lower summer mesopause temperature and higher geomagnetic activity. Analysis
of the neutral wind variations indicates the importance of pole to pole mesospheric transport
circulations in SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rates.

Keywords: PMSE, SANAE IV, SuperDARN radar, Neutral winds, MLT Temperatures

1. Introduction

It has been known that from November to February in the southern hemisphere, lower tem-
peratures (< 130 K, Lübken et al., 2004) are usually found at polar latitudes mesopause (about
90–100 km altitudes). This enables the charging ice particles from water vapor to grow at
mesopause. The interactions of the charged ice particle and mesospheric air turbulence, initiated
by propagating gravity waves, results in strong radar backscatter echoes (bragg’s scattering) in
the high–latitude summer mesosphere (Rapp and Lübken, 2004). Ecklund and Balsley (1981)
had earlier refereed to such strong radar echoes as Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE).
In the past few years, the PMSE have been closely linked to visible ice particles below 90 km
altitude, known as Noctilucent Clouds (NLC) (Cho, 1997; Rapp and Lübken, 2004; Smirnova
et al., 2010).

The NLC and PMSE phenomena arise from the formation of ice particles in the low temper-
atures of the polar summer mesopause. NLC in particular have been suspected to be, perhaps,
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a good index of global change in the middle atmosphere (For example, Thomas and Olivero,
2001). It has been suggested, nevertheless, that NLC and PMSE are comparatively different in
their manifestations. NLC indicate only the presence of thin water–ice particles, formed at a
low summer mesopause temperature, between 120 to 150 K (Hervig et al., 2009), while PMSE
exist because the electrically charged ice particles (on the scale of Bragg’s wavelength) reduce
the mobility of free electrons (see, Röttger, 1994; Rapp and Lübken, 2004). Thus, the phenom-
ena of PMSE formation can be ascribed to both ionospheric plasma condition and the thermal
variations in the mesosphere. Also, PMSE observations with radar have the advantage of be-
ing continuous, unlike NLC which depends on the observer and weather conditions (in the case
of ’lidar’ usage). Thus, in an alternative to NLC, PMSE observations might contribute to the
understanding of Polar mesospheric temperature changes (Huaman and Balsley, 1999; Lübken
et al., 2004). Although PMSE have been examined for over three decades, aspects revealed by
various instruments are still expected in this field.

Over the last 3 decades, incoherent VHF radars have been found to be a useful tool in studying
PMSE characteristics in relation to neutral winds, particle precipitation, mesopause tempera-
tures and cosmic noise absorption (Ecklund and Balsley, 1981; Kirkwood, 1993; Palmer et al.,
1996; Hoffmann et al., 1999; Rapp and Lübken, 2004; Klekociuk et al., 2008). However, these
studies are mostly concentrated in the Arctic region. Thus, the characteristics of PMSE and its
aspect from various instruments in the Antarctic are yet to be entirely realised. However, efforts
to complement the VHF observation of PMSE are now being addressed with coherent HF Super
Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (e.g, Ogawa et al., 2004; Hosokawa et al., 2005;
Liu et al., 2013). Using data from Syowa East HF radar in the Antarctic (during 1999/200 and
2000/2001 summers) and Iceland HF radar in the Arctic (1999 and 2000 summers), Hosokawa
et al. (2005) observed a predominant diurnal PMSE variation and a weaker interhemispheric
asymmetry of PMSE occurrence than those earlier reported results based on VHF radars. Even
so, they noticed possible contamination from ionospheric E–region echoes. In order to avoid
contamination from ionospheric echoes, Liu et al. (2013) extracted PMSE from SuperDARN
Zhongshan HF radar in Antarctica (2010–2012 summer) when Kp ≤ 1. In a keen contrast to
Hosokawa et al. (2005), Liu et al. (2013) found a semidiurnal variation of PMSE. This special
diurnal characteristics of PMSE from Zhongshan was attributed to the influence of auroral par-
ticle precipitation.

During maximum solar activity, energetic particle precipitation and levels of extreme ultravio-
lent (EUV) radiation could be high. It is however expected that solar quiet time electrodynamics
of the Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere (MLT) region might be driven mainly by tides and
gravity waves propagating upward from their source regions in the lower atmosphere (Richardson
et al., 2001). Here, we have analysed PMSE observations during maximum and minimum phases
of solar cycle to add valuable insights in this field.

This paper presents first long term observations of PMSE with SuperDARN SANAE IV
(71.68◦S, 2.85◦W) HF radar (hereafter referred as SuperDARN–PMSE) over the period 1998–
2007. The seasonal, diurnal and interannual characteristics of SuperDARN–PMSE are deter-
mined and presented in the results and analysis section. We have examined the SuperDARN–
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PMSE occurrence rate in relation to geomagnetic activity and flow of mesospheric winds mea-
sured by meteor radar. Furthermore, the temperature changes in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE
have been studied.

2. Instrumentation and data analysis

2.1. SUPERDARN SANAE IV Radar

Data from the SuperDARN SANAE IV radar is employed in this study. The antenna array
consists of 16 antennae, which are operated as a phased array having 170◦ boresite. The radar
uses approximately 12 MHZ frequency. SANAE IV radar is technically and operationally similar
to other 32 SuperDARN radars located at polar and mid latitudes (see Greenwald et al., 1995;
Lester, 2013). The SuperDARN radars at different locations use uniform frequency (common
mode) and other scanning parameters for half of the daily operational time (Greenwald et al.,
1995; Hosokawa et al., 2005; Lester, 2013). For the remaining observational time, individual
radar may be discretionary thus the operational parameters can be modified. In common mode
(time) measurements which are used in this study, the SuperDARN radar beam is sequentially
scanned from beam 0 to beam 15 across its 75 range gates with a step in azimuth variation of
3.33◦, a scan repeat time of ∼ 2 minutes, a range resolution of 45 km, and a peak power of about
10 kW. The beams have maximum sensitivity at elevation angles of ≤ 35◦ to allow backscatter
echo detection. The return echoes for each beam are integrated over 3 or 7 s. The field of view
(FOV) of SANAE IV radar in geographic and geomagnetic coordinates is presented in Figure 1.
The FOV shows that SuperDARN SANAE IV HF radar is located at the sub auroral location
suitable for observations of HF backscatters within the Antarctic region. The backscatter delays
at slant range gate 0 is set to 1200 µs inter–pulse period (length), which is equivalent to 180
km [i.e, within the MLT (Mesosphere and Lower–Thermosphere) region]. The subsequent pulse
length is set to 300 µs, equivalent to a length of 45 km. We use measurements from the near range
gates (0 to 1) which corresponds to 180–225 km. The oblique sounding technique of SuperDARN
is such that it can detect coherent backscatters simultaneously within near range gates. These
include field aligned irregularities in the ionospheric E region (sporadic E–region echoes), meteor
trail, and PMSE. In order to isolate PMSE from other contaminating echoes, a systematic ap-
proach is needed. The sporadic E–region echoes are differentiated from the SuperDARN–PMSE
by eliminating echoes with Doppler velocity and spectral width that are >50 m/s (see, Hosokawa
et al., 2005) while the meteor echoes are removed by specifying a threshold of the backscatter
power of greater than 6 dB. This is because the meteors are normally short–lived feature (<120
s scan time of SuperDARN radar) with a lower signal–to–noise ratio of the backscatter power
(<6 dB), whereas PMSE generally exist longer than 20 minutes with higher (>6 dB backscatter
power (Ogawa et al., 2004).

Figure 2 illustrates the typical example of the backscatter features (power, velocity and width)
observed for 21 December and April 2005, for demonstrating the PMSE disturbances in the signal
returns from radar. During the summer solstice (Figure 2 left) on 21 December 2005, backscat-
ters return are seen to be higher in comparison to 21 April 2005 (see, Figure 2 right). According
to the selection criteria mentioned above, we have analysed the diurnal and seasonal occurrence
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Figure 1: Map showing the SANAE radar field of view (blue line) projected on a geographic (dash lines) and
geomagnetic (solid lines) coordinates.

characteristics of the SuperDARN–PMSE and concentrated on the SuperDARN–PMSE in rela-
tion to geomagnetic activity, cosmic noise absorption, mesopause temperature and mesospheric
neutral winds. Note that in this study, winter season is referred to as April–September while
summer refers to as October–March.

2.1.1. SUPERDARN neutral wind data

In addition to backscatters detection, SuperDARN observation of meteor trails in and below
E–region (90–95 km) is associated with drift in neutral wind velocities which allows for studying
the trends of meridional and zonal winds in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE season. A detailed
description of neutral winds tracking using SuperDARN radar can be found elsewhere (Hussey
et al., 2000; Chisham et al., 2007). Hussey et al. (2000), for example, found a good agreement
between neutral wind measurements from SuperDARN radar and MF radar at an altitude of
about 95 km. The advantage of MF radar observations of winds are its good altitude reso-
lution. Note, that winds are altitude dependent and thus meteor radar observation of neutral
winds may only be relative and not high accurately enough (Yukimatu and Tsutumi, 2002, 2003).

2.2. TIMED/SABER

The TIMED/SABER (Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetic and Dynamics / Sound-
ing of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry) satellite was launched on 7 De-
cember 2001 into a 625 km circular orbit, with 74.1◦ inclination. The orbit period of TIMED/SABER
is 102 minutes. SABER is measuring CO2 15 µm limb emission which can be used to estimate
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Figure 2: Range–time colormap of observed SuperDARN SANAE IV radar backscatter power, spectral width
and Doppler velocity. The figure illustrates for beam 12 near range gates on 21 December 2005 (Left) and 21
April 2005 (Right).

the neutral temperatures up to approximately 130 km. In order to maintain a certain temper-
ature in the instrument, SABER obtains profiles from 83◦S to 52◦N during its south–looking
mode and of every 60 days the look direction switches to an analogous North–looking mode.
Here, we have used the SABER temperature measurements during its south–looking mode. The
data were then acquired in the vicinity of SANAE IV (i.e, 71 +/− 4◦ latitudes and 2 +/− 10◦

longitudes). We have used the temperature measurements for the year 2002/2003, 2003/2004,
2004/2005, 2005/2006 and year 2006/2007 summers.

3. Observations and analysis

3.1. Diurnal variation

Making use of SuperDARN data set covering about a decade, we examine both SuperDARN–
PMSE conditions (Power, Spectral width and Doppler velocity) and occurrence rate. Figure 3
shows the local time (LT) variations of: (a) average power, (b) average Doppler velocity and
(c) spectral width of backscatter echoes averaged over the near range gate and at the interval
from 1 October to 31 March, for the different years. Since these aforementioned parameters are
factors that might influence the form of the SuperDARN–PMSE, it will enable comparison with
the long term SuperDARN–PMSE rate .
It is evident from the figure that the echo parameters have predominant diurnal variations. We
observe peak average power on the local noon and lower on the night sides, as shown in Figure
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Figure 3: Diurnal variations of: a, average power; b, average spectral width; c, average Doppler velocity at slant
range gate 0–1 from 1998 to 2007.

3 (a). The usually low average power observe for 1999/2000 and 2004/2005 summer might be,
perhaps, due to data gap that exist during these periods. Generally, the average power for all
years have similar behavior and exhibit a broad peak structure with the main peaks (> 6 dB)
around 11–14 LT and minima (< 6 dB) around 20–22 LT. Between 10 LT and 13 LT, the average
widths are 50–100 m/s and increase gradually with LT, peak around the midnights. The differ-
ence in spectral width variation for the different years is not obvious on both noon and night.
In the early hours, we observe greater spectral widths for echoes, probably as a result of particle
precipitation near the aurora oval region (Tsunoda, 1988). For Doppler velocity and spectral
width (Figures 3 (b) and 3 (c)), the local noon variation is deeper than that of the night. The
measured Doppler velocities indicate diurnal variations and are mainly negative on the local noon
(around 13 LT) with a maximum of -250 m/s, and mainly positive at local midnight (around 22
LT) with a maximum of 250 m/s which indicates that the radar scatters are moving towards the
radar. We found that there is no substantial difference in the diurnal variations of the Doppler
velocity for all years; nonetheless, the values of the minima vary significantly between -250 m/s
and 150 m/s and the maxima between -50 m/s and 150 m/s.

The SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate averaged over the interval from 1 October to 31
March from the SANAE IV HF radar is shown in Figure 4. The diurnal trends in the SuperDARN–
PMSE occurrence rate show similar behaviour to those of radar backscatter parameters. The
occurrence rates exhibit diurnal trends for all year and are characterised by maxima as seen
almost at the same times as that of radar power and minima almost at the time of minimum
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Figure 4: Averaged diurnal variations of SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate from the years 1998 to 2007.

spectral widths and Doppler velocities. Note that there are broader minima from 11 LT to 13
LT and minima between 20 LT to 22 LT. The shapes of diurnal variations are seen almost every
year except 2002/2003 summer when occurrence rate peaks have about 3 h time lag. Assuming
that SuperDARN–PMSE is a Poisson process, the hourly mean intervals from year to year rates
should be described by an exponential distribution. Employing the maximum possible occurrence
rate to evaluate the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), one finds that the probability of
changes occurring by chance in the year to year SuperDARN–PMSE within an arbitrary 20
minute interval is P = 1.0–2.5 from year to year.

Similar diurnal pattern of PMSE variations was found by VHF radar observations (Hoffmann
et al., 1999; Morris et al., 2005; Latteck et al., 2007; Nilsson et al., 2008). Hosokawa et al.
(2005) observed similar diurnal results with Syowa and Iceland HF radar too. Also, a fitted
diurnal model of PMSE variation by Klostermeyer (1999) show that, the contribution from solar
ionisation and particle precipitation to diurnal variation of PMSE reflectivity is high. At high–
latitudes, the ionisation of the MLT is mainly ascribable to the Lyman α radiation (Brekke, 1997)
and precipitation of magnetospheric particles (for instance, De Abreu et al., 2010; Ogunjobi et al.,
2014b,a). The α radiation can cause enhanced ionisation at the noon while the precipitation has
a minimum at dawn (Codrescu et al., 1997). Thus a superposition of both ionisation sources
might be a likely explanation for diurnal variations of SuperDARN–PMSE. One step way to
ascertain this is by studying the geomagnetic activity dependence of SuperDARN–PMSE details
of which is presented later (see Subsection 3.3). Nevertheless, there are some discrepancies in
the temporal positions of maximum and minimum occurrences due to different conditions and
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criteria such as power, width and velocity being employed for analysis in this study. Another
plausible reasons for temporal discrepancies might be small from year to year changes in the
shape of the diurnal variations.

Although, Liu et al. (2013) noted a semidiurnal variation of PMSE occurrence with Zhongshan
HF radar. They observed primary maximum PMSE occurrence near 0 LT and a secondary
maximum near 13 LT while a distinct minimum was near 19 LT. Balsley et al. (1983) and
Morrison et al. (2007) had earlier reported that the occurrence of PMSE has a broad maximum
at 1–2 h after the local noon and that of the secondary peak usually appears around the local
midnight.

The major cause of diurnal and semidiurnal PMSE occurrence is not yet completely under-
stood. Several factors can affect the PMSE intensity which includes electron density (Kirkwood,
1993), 3hr–shifted meridional winds (Hoffmann et al., 1999), temperature (Klostermeyer, 1999),
planetary waves (Klekociuk et al., 2008) and energetic particle precipitation (Liu et al., 2013).
Nonetheless, it is clear to note that these factors are complex and have different contributions.

3.2. Seasonal variation

The seasonal average of the echoes parameters from the near range gate can be compared with
SuperDARN–PMSE rates. Therefore, we have combined the radar power, velocity and width
measurements over the years 1998 to 2007 and grouped interms of months (from January to
December). Figure 5 shows mean monthly variations of: (a) average power, (b) average Doppler
velocity and (c) average spectral widths.

It is evident from the Figure 5 (a) that, the combined average power is higher during the
Antarctic summer than in winter, which might probably be as a result of smaller population of
backscatters owing to the solar radiation in summer. In Figure 5 (b), we observe the high level
velocity during the winter (around late March) and gradual decrease towards the summer (late
November). The echoes Spectral widths in the winter are larger than those in the summer as
shown in Figure 5 (c).

Based on the seasonal average of the parameters, we examine the start and end periods of
SuperDARN–PMSE peaks. The inter annual variations of the SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence
rate observed by SANAE IV HF radar during Antarctic summers of the years from 1998 to 2007
are examined. To eliminate the influence of frequent data gap, the data (during common mode)
are averaged with a running mean over 2 days.

It can be seen in Figure 6 that the highest peaks are shifted towards the summer solstice,
suggesting that in the majority of cases, the SuperDARN–PMSE follows the initial conditions
of Power, Doppler velocity and spectral width. The SuperDARN–PMSE suddenly peak in early
December, maximise around December solstice, stay at the highest level of about 50 % to the
early part of January and then decrease gradually to the end of February every year. Apparently,
the increasing rates of SuperDARN–PMSE at higher power is attenuated towards the beginning
of winter by larger spectral width. Through the observational periods, there is no significant
changes in the trend of SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rates.

These seasonal variations are in agreement with other PMSE observations from VHF radars
Bremer et al. (for example, 2009) despite the difference in radar locations and experimental
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Figure 5: Combined Monthly variation of: a, average power; b, average spectral width; c, average Doppler velocity
at slant range gate 0–1 from the years 1998 to 2007.

setup. These results also agree with previous short–term observations of PMSE with other
radars despite the differences in location and time. Using SuperDARN HF radar, Hosokawa
et al. (2005) found that the PMSE occurrence at Syowa (1999–2000 and 2000–2001) and Iceland
(1999 and 2000) shows a sudden increase in the beginning of the summer, maximises days after
the summer solstice, and a gradual decay to the end of January. Similarly, Liu et al. (2013) found
an enhancement of PMSE intensity around the summer solstice using Zhongshan HF radar in
Antarctica during 2010–2012. Note that, the determination of the range gate for potential PMSE
depends partly on the radar location.

3.3. SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence in relation to geomagnetic activity

As noted above in Subsection 3.1, some radar observations have not only examined the ge-
omagnetic activity dependence of backscatter echoes, but also the physics of the mechanisms
involved. In order to examine a possible connection between SuperDARN–PMSE and geomag-
netic activity, we present the combine diurnal and seasonal variations of SuperDARN–PMSE
occurrence rate at different geomagnetic activity levels. The monthly average Kp index from the
OMNI website (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) illustrates the average level of geomagnetic
activities from the years 1998 to 2007 as shown in Figure 7. On average, the level of Kp index
varies for different years. For clarity, the Kp values are grouped into three thresholds; Kp = 0
(quite time), Kp = 1 (low activity), Kp = 2 (moderate activity) and Kp ≥ 3 (strong activity)
during the period from 01 October to 31 March. Base on these thresholds, we combine the
diurnal and seasonal SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence probability rate from 1998 to 2007 in 3◦
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Figure 6: Inter annual variations of SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate from the years 1998 to 2007.. The data
were averaged using a running mean over 2 days for time interval from 1 October till 31 March

resolution grid as shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8 (a), when Kp = 0, the diurnal and seasonal SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate
is shown. It is evident from the figure that, the peak occurrence is around 10–12 LT, min-
ima is ∼ 21 LT. There is a high probability of the SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence during the
summer months, with a value of ∼30%. At Kp≤2 (Figures 8 (b) and (c)), the SuperDARN–
PMSE occurrence probability rate rise to about 35%. We continue to observe enhancement in
SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence probability rate at Kp≥ 3 (Figure 8 (d)) with about 10% (i.e
rise to over 45%) increase in comparison with quiet times interval.

The results support previous work by Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1997) who have used the
Goose Bay HF radar and showed that there is significant dependence of diurnal/seasonal echo
occurrence on Kp index. Using the SuperDARN Syowa HF radar data, Hu et al. (2013) also ex-
amined the influence of geomagnetic activity on echo power, spectral width and Doppler velocity.
They have suggested that the average spectral widths decrease while the echo power increase
with an enhancement of geomagnetic activity. In this study, we found a significant correlation
between the SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence probability rate and Kp index for the years 1998–
2007 during the period from 1 October to 31 March; the highest rates are obtained during high
geomagnetic activity and low during a quiet condition. This might, partly, be as a result of the
polar hole near the aurora location of SANAE IV and/or due to strong activity associated with
auroral substorms (Crowley et al., 1993).
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In order to understand the connection between ionisation and SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence
rate, we have examined the SuperDARN–PMSE variations and cosmic noise absorption (not
shown). We found no significant correlations between SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate and
absorption. However, Morris et al. (2005) found a very weak correlation of PMSE observation
from VHF radar and cosmic noise absorption. The anti correlation of SuperDARN–PMSE with
absorption may be attributed to long HF radar wavelength in comparison to VHF radar wave-
lengths. Using HF radar, one is observing icy dust particle charging while electron diffusion
is observed with VHF radar (Mahmoudian et al., 2011). Therefore, the VHF requires strong
density gradient and by extension, high cosmic absorption. Intuitively, we expect high Kp index
to cause robust cosmic noise absorption (Ogunjobi et al., 2014b); hence similar trend in the
occurrence rate with Kp and absorption. Nonetheless, the inconsistency might be partly due to
technical approach for obtaining Kp index, radar and riometer measurements. The Kp index, for
example, is based on global geomagnetic field measurements and thus depends on the electron
density above 100 km (Thomsen, 2004), while cosmic noise absorption is determined by height
integrated electron density below 100 km (Clilverd et al., 2010).

3.4. Mesospheric temperature and winds in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE

Other factors might also induce significant influence on SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence prob-
ability rate if varies or remain steady over many years, for example, the neutral wind forcing.
Since SANAE IV is at sub–auroral location, we may expect neutrals to dominate. The trend
of neutrals (neutral winds and neutral temperature) in relation to SuperDARN–PMSE season
might be significant. We investigate a possible connection between SuperDARN–PMSE peaks
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Figure 8: Diurnal and Seasonal contours for SuperDARN–PMSE at different geomagnetic activity levels: a, Kp
= 0; b, Kp = 1; c, Kp = 2 and d, Kp ≥ 3 over observational periods.

and mesospheric temperature over SANAE IV. We present the average SABER vertical temper-
ature during November, December, January and March of the possible years from 2002/2003,
2003/2004, 2004/2005, 2005/2006, 2006/2007 Antarctic summers in Figure 9. Note that SABER
is mostly outside its south–looking mode in February months.

From the figures (Figures 9 a b, c ,d and e) it can be seen that, there is a lowering of mesopause
temperature from December until January. These two months represent the relative period of
maximum occurrence rate. In December and January, temperatures decrease to about 150 K
while SuperDARN–PMSE rate also increases significantly to about 50% except for the year
2003/2004.

Conversely, we observe decrease in mesopause temperature in the months of November and
March in comparison with SuperDARN–PMSE seasonal distribution in Figure 6, the mesopause
temperature during November and March is generally seen to be > 180 K tied to lower (∼10%)
superDARN–PMSE occurrence rate. Perhaps the temperatures in the austral mesosphere are
closer to radiative equilibrium. This can only be true if the topography in the troposphere plays
an important role (via gravity wave generation) in the mesospheric dynamics since there is less
orographic terrain in Antarctic (Lübken et al., 2004). Unfortunately, temperature measurements
is not available in our region of interest during February when the SuperDARN–PMSE rate
gradually decreases. Nevertheless, temperature profiles during March illustrate what should be
anticipated as it gets higher than the summer solstice. Analysis of mesospheric neutral wind flow
may, perhaps, provide a reasonable light on this aspect.
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Figure 9: From a–d: SABER mean temperature profiles from 2002/2003 to 2006/2007 Antarctic summers. The
black, red, light green and blue line represents November, December, January and March respectively. The
measurements are obtained from SABER in the vicinity of SANAE IV Radar site location.

Although fewer attempts to obtain convincing correlations between PMSE and temperature
can be found in literature. The first direct simultaneous observations of temperature and of
PMSE was demonstrated by Kirkwood et al. (2002) with SkiYMET and ESRAD radar. The
authors examined the response of PMSE to temperature fluctuations associated with 5–day plan-
etary waves and found that the temperature was the most significant parameter affecting PMSE
occurrence. Some previous work (e.g, Morris et al., 2009) observed minor linkage between PMSE
and temperatures with satellite observation. Smirnova et al. (2010) also suggested that pole
to pole circulation would result in extremely low temperature around summer solstice to have
charged ice particle formation, hence high PMSE production in summer.

In order to test if SuperDARN–PMSE observation corroborate these suggestions, we examine
the direction of meridional and zonal wind over SANAE IV in relation to mesospheric temperature
variations. This might indirectly help to confirm if SuperDARN–PMSE peaks are indeed steady
over the long term. Here we obtained radar measurements of mesospheric winds (meridional and
zonal winds) from the years 1998–2007. Note that this is meteor radar wind observation hence
the caveat in Sub-subsection 2.1.1 applies. Figure 10 (top panel and bottom) presents contours of
all the available monthly–mean winds. There is a data gap in early parts of 1998 and 2007 from
SANAE IV superDARN radar. This Figure shows a clear indication of how the monthly–mean
winds vary from year to year. Since the data analysis is based on monthly averages, we might
ignore the short periodic waves.
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Figure 10: Seasonal and year–to–year variations of meridional (top) and zonal (bottom) mean winds from the
years 1998 to 2007.

In both meridional (Figure 10 top) and zonal wind (Figure 10 bottom) we observe a seasonal
pattern that repeats from year–to–year, at least in summer. It can be seen that prior to the
start of the SuperDARN–PMSE peaks (November), the mean meridional winds become more
positive and the zonal winds also grow significantly. Conversely, we observe a period of equator-
ward (negative) zonal winds starting from middle of December to early January months while
the poleward meridional winds are decreasing. This period (mid December to early January)
represents the time of high peaks in seasonal SuperDARN–PMSE (Figures 6). According to
Andrews et al. (1987), mesospheric transport circulation is pole to pole; there is rising motion
in the summer hemisphere, cross equatorial drift, and sinking in the winter hemisphere. Such
that the equatorward circulation will induce the cold air (Morrison et al., 2007) for the benefit of
superDARN–PMSE occurrence rates (e.g, Lübken et al., 2004; Morris et al., 2009). This sinking
situation in winter is more obvious around March.
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4. Summary and conclusion

We have observed strong backscatter echoes at near ranges by SuperDARN SANAE IV HF
radar that cannot be explained by sporadic E–region or meteor echoes. We have proposed
SuperDARN–PMSE as the most possible origin of these echoes. Furthermore, we presented
several characteristics of SuperDARN–PMSE based on the nine summer (1998/1999–2006/2007)
observation using SANAE IV HF radar. These include diurnal variation, seasonal variation and
its dependence on geomagnetic activity, cosmic noise absorption, mesospheric temperature and
winds. Based on the obtained results, following are salient features noted:

• Similar to previous observations, SuperDARN–PMSE seasonal rate is enhanced at the
beginning of December summer, remains at the highest level until several days after the
summer solstice and then gradually decreases towards the end of February every year. The
SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate show diurnal variations with broader minima from 11
LT to 13 LT and minima between 20 LT to 22 LT. No significant year–to–year variation is
found in the diurnal SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate.

• The difference of SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence rate is significant for different geomag-
netic activity, Kp, levels. We observed higher occurrence rates during enhanced magneto-
spheric convection. When Kp = 0, we obtained ∼30% of SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence
rate. At Kp ≤ 2 SuperDARN–PMSE occurrence probability rate increases to about 35%.
We continue to observe increase of SuperDARN–PMSE at Kp≥3 with over 45% increase
occurrence probability rate. Since at high–latitudes the ionisation of the MLT is mainly
ascribable to the Lyman α radiation and precipitation of magnetospheric particles, we
suggest that a superposition of both ionisation sources might be a likely explanation for
diurnal variations of SuperDARN–PMSE.

• The SuperDARN–PMSE peaks are found to correlate with the decrease of mesospheric
temperature. At the same time, the decrease in temperature coincides with the equatorward
zonal wind and decelerating poleward meridional winds. After comparing the relative trend
of both meridional and zonal winds is from year–to–year, we can conclude that the pole
to pole mesospheric transport circulations might play an important role in SuperDARN–
PMSE occurrence probability rate.
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Abstract

Using zonal wind data from the accelerometer on board the CHAMP satellite, we examined
the variations of mid–latitude upper thermospheric zonal winds during low solar activity period
of year from 2005 to 2008. This period is characterised by low magnetic activity and extreme
low solar flux levels. Asymmetry in diurnal wind variations is observed during the March and
September equinox periods in both Northern (40◦N to 50◦N) and Southern (40◦S to 50◦S) mid–
latitudes. No significant difference is observed between Northern and Southern mid–latitude
wind variations during the equinox seasons. The switch from westward to eastward direction
is observed at about 1400 LT, while the westward transition occurs from about mid-night to
0400 LT for all the seasons. Large zonal wind speeds are observed at and after dawn in both
hemispheres. The significant differences observed in the morning winds at the two mid–latitude
bands during the solstices may be ascribed to the differences in the solar irradiation. The zonal
winds in this study are longitudinally averaged and results may thus differ from single station
measurements.

Keywords: Zonal wind, Mid–latitudes, CHAMP satellite, iterative algorithm, solar irradiation

1. Introduction

The neutral winds are an important driver or a critical parameter in nearly all electrodynamics
and plasma physics processes in the mid–latitude ionosphere–thermosphere (Larsen and Fesen,
2009). The thermosphere is often considered as a linear dissipative oscillatory system, which sup-
presses the small–scale and short–term structures more effectively (Kazimirovsky et al., 2006).
Thermospheric variability can be externally or internally generated. External sources arise from
geomagnetic activity, solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV), tides and wave disturbances from the lower
layers of the atmosphere while the internal variabilities arise from the coupling between ionised
species and the neutral gas. Under very quiet geomagnetic conditions, a clear thermospheric and
ionospheric response to magnetospheric processes can be observed at high geomagnetic latitudes
(Rees, 1995). It has been suggested, however, that the electrodynamics of the mid–latitude ther-
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mosphere can also be influenced by magnetospheric processes (Walker, 1988).

High latitude forcing contributes to the energy and momentum of the Earth’s thermosphere.
According to Aruliah et al. (2004), the ionospheric ion velocity and thermospheric neutral wind
are related to the effective ionospheric electric field and Earth’s magnetic field as follows:

Eeff = (~v − ~B) + (~u− ~B) (1)

where Eeff is the ionospheric electric field, v is the ionospheric ion velocity, u is the neutral
wind and B the Earth’s magnetic field. Zonal wind flow in the upper thermosphere is regulated by
ion drag. The pressure gradient force balances ion drag in the mid–latitudes upper thermosphere.
Ion drag results from collision or interactions of the neutral gas with the plasma. Ignoring all the
forces that contribute in driving thermospheric circulation, the change in wind velocity according
to Nozawa and Brekke (1995) is given by:

~u

dt
= −vin(~u− ~v) (2)

where vin is the ion–neutral collision frequency. Thermospheric winds blow in great circular
paths along the pressure gradient from the high pressure on the day side to the low pressure on the
night side. At mid–latitudes the pressure variation in the thermosphere is dominated by in–situ
solar heating, giving rise to a diurnal circulation pattern (Emery, 1977) and irregular behavior
on a time scale of hours (Walker, 1988). The thermosphere is stably stratified, so the factors that
give rise to the irregular behavior are, likely, different from those in the mid–latitude troposphere.

Today thermospheric winds are observed using three main techniques namely; the Incoherent
Scatter Radar technique, the optical technique and the satellite drag technique. Although a
number of important features have been derived from datasets obtained from Fabry–Perot inter-
ferometer wind observations. The interferometer technique has its limitations (e.g. uncertainty in
emission height, restriction to dark hours, clear sky and reduced moon phases Lühr et al., 2007).
Also, the physical assumptions used by the radar technique break down under disturbed condi-
tions (Liu et al., 2006). Nevertheless, the satellite technique provides wind measurements globally
and can be used for wind measurements at all altitudes. Although mid–latitude thermospheric
wind studies have been carried out in the last two decades using Fabry–Perot interferometers,
incoherent scatter radar, ground–based ionosonde, satellite data and general circulation models
(Bounsanto, 1991; Hedin et al., 1991; Duboin and Lafeuille, 1992; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994, 1996;
Burns et al., 1995; Fesen et al., 1995; Emery et al., 1999; Kawamura et al., 2000; Fejer et al.,
2002; Balan et al., 2004).

In this study, we have used zonal wind data from the CHAMP (Challenging Mini–Satellite
Payload) accelerometer readings to study diurnal wind variation in the mid–latitudes during quiet
times of the recent solar minimum phase. The prolonged minimum in solar activity between solar
cycles 23 and 24 was unique during the Space Age, and the resulting state of the thermosphere
has never been fully observed (Bruinsma and Forbes, 2010).

Long term periods of high solar activity or low solar activity are of great importance in the
energy balance of our planet (Moussas et al., 2005). As neutral densities are drastically reduced,
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during this extremely low solar activity period, it may also induce changes in seasonal variations,
atmospheric compositions, neutral winds and ionospheric density. In response to corresponding
prolonged low levels of solar EUV irradiance, during the minimum cycle 23/24, the thermosphere
was expected to have been unusually cool and contracted. This study will augment the previous
ground–based observations of wind behavior and improve our understanding of wind climatology
in the mid–latitudes.

2. Data source and selection

The satellite CHAMP, an acronym for challenging minisatellite payload (Reigber et al., 1996),
was launched in July 2000. As CHAMP is in a near–circular, polar orbit (87.30◦ inclinations)
with a precession rate of about 1.5◦ per day, it provides coverage of all local times and latitudes
every 130 days (Liu et al., 2006). From its initial altitude at 456 km CHAMP orbit decayed
to about 350 km during the first five years (Ritter et al., 2010). With 15 orbits per day, the
CHAMP satellite crosses any mid–latitude band 15 times during its ascending motion and 15
times during its descending motion. CHAMP provides pole–to–pole latitudinal coverage. This
takes place at different longitudes due to the rotation of the Earth. For a single day, the relative
position of the sun and the satellite changes very little. Therefore, satellite measurements at the
same geomagnetic latitude, although at different longitudes, are within a small range of Local
Solar Time (LST). Although, the data for a single day at given geographic latitude are within a
short range of LST, the corresponding geomagnetic latitudes and universal times of these data
are different at different longitudes.

The zonal wind measurements used in this study are from the data derived by Doornbos et al.
(2010), using an iterative algorithm. In this procedure, the modelled aerodynamic force is varied
until it coincides with the observed acceleration (Ritter et al., 2010). The data in this study cover
the period from 1st January 2005 to 31st December 2008. Zonal wind speeds are considered in
the geomagnetic mid–latitudes, 40◦N to 50◦N and 40◦S to 50◦S. Wind speeds are then sorted
for geomagnetic activity index, Ap<8. Figure 1 shows the variation of the geomagnetic activity
index, Kp index, sunspot number, Ap index and the solar proxy (F10.7), from 1st January 2005
to 31st December 2008. Our period of study falls under the solar minimum of the recent solar
cycle and the solar flux values can be seen to vary between 102 s.f.u and 65 s.f.u. During periods
of high solar activity, peak values of the solar flux proxy can go above 250 s.f.u. The data are
grouped into seasons, the June solstice (May, June, July), December solstice (November, De-
cember, January) and March equinox (February, March, April) and September equinox (August,
September, October). The data in each of the seasons are binned and averaged over magnetic
Local Time (LT) and geomagnetic latitudes. Figure 2 shows the number of measurements in
each magnetic local time bin for each of the seasons.

3. Results

3.1. Diurnal variation: conjugate comparison

Figure 3 shows the zonal wind averaged over all seasons for the Northern and Southern hemi-
sphere mid–latitude bands. The averaged winds blow westward at 0300 LT. The switch of
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Figure 1: From top to bottom: Kp index, sunspot number, Ap index and the solar flux proxy (F10.7) from 2005
to 2008.

Figure 2: Number of measurements in each local time bins under various solar flux and geomagnetic conditions in
the Northern and Southern hemisphere mid–latitudes. Upper panels are for high solar flux level while the lower
panels are for low solar flux level in both Northern and Southern hemispheres.
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Figure 3: Average March and September winds in Northern hemisphere (upper panel) and Southern hemisphere
(lower panel) during year 2005–2008.

direction from westward to eastward occurred at about 1500 LT in both hemispheres. A larger
eastward wind is observed in the Southern hemisphere mid–latitude band from around 1700–
2300 LT. The Southern hemisphere wind is more westward during the day from about 0400–0700
LT. Peak westward and eastward winds were observed in the Southern hemisphere mid–latitude
zonal winds at 0800 and 2000 LT respectively.

3.2. Equinox seasons

Figures 4 shows the diurnal mean variation of the zonal wind speeds observed during the
equinoxes. During the March and September equinoxes, the eastward transition is observed at
about at about 1400 LT. The March equinox eastward to westward switch is observed at about
0100 LT for the Northern hemisphere winds while the Southern hemisphere wind switches to same
in 2 hr later. The westward switch in direction is observed at 0200 LT for both hemispheres during
the September equinoxes. A peak westward wind speed going above 200 m/s is observed in the
Southern hemisphere during the March equinox from about 0700–1000 LT. After the eastward
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Figure 4: Average zonal wind variation during the equinoxes in the Northern (40◦ -50◦ N) and Southern (40◦

-50◦ S) hemisphere mid–latitudes.

Figure 5: Zonal wind variation from 2002 to 2004 during the high solar flux at low geomagnetic activity levels
for combined equinoxes.

transition, the Southern hemisphere winds show enhanced eastward speeds from 1500–2100 LT.
The September equinox winds reveal enhanced westward speeds for the Northern hemisphere

winds from about 0300–0900 LT. Maximum westward speeds for Northern hemisphere winds, up
to 200 m/s, are observed from about 0630–0900 LT.

comparison with averaged zonal winds for combined equinoxes, from 2002–2004 at high solar
flux and low geomagnetic activity level (Figure 5), shows a similar wind pattern with a switch
from westward to eastward at about 1430 LT.

3.3. Solstice seasons

Figure 6 displays the diurnal wind variation for June and December solstices. The Northern
hemisphere eastward switch in wind direction during the June solstice occurs at 1400 LT while
that for the Southern hemisphere is observed earlier, at 1300 LT. Enhanced eastward speeds are
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 4, but for solstices.

observed for Southern hemisphere from this time, which switch to midnight when Northern hemi-
sphere winds switch westwards. The westward transition for Southern hemisphere is observed
at about 0430 LT. Enhanced westward speeds are observed for Northern hemisphere winds from
morning hours till time of eastward switch. For the Southern hemisphere winds, a maximum
eastward speed going up to 300 m/s is observed at 1800 LT. During the December solstice, east-
ward transition is observed in both hemispheres at 1400 LT. The westward switch occurs in the
Southern and Northern hemisphere winds at about 0100 LT and 0330 LT respectively.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The period of study, year 2005 to 2008, falls within the declining phase of the recent solar cycle
which marks one of the lowest EUV production. In the process of applying the selection criteria
for magnetic activity within this period, some bins were left with small number of measurements,
especially, during the equinoxes. The mean wind values in some of these cases may not represent
typical observed values. The 0800 LT and 2000 LT for September equinox mean wind values
may be extreme as enough measurements were not used in averaging. The error bars in Figures
3 to 6 which correspond to the standard deviation indicate the scattering of zonal wind speed in
each corresponding magnetic local time bin.

Very quiet geomagnetic conditions correspond to a ground state of the thermosphere with
relatively low atomic oxygen concentration at the middle and sub–auroral latitudes (Mikhailov
et al., 2007). The solar EUV radiation directly heats the mid–latitude upper thermosphere in
the Northern hemisphere during the June solstice and Southern hemisphere mid–latitude during
December solstice. The zonal velocities, especially, during the solstices are observed to be large
after dawn. Sunrise and sunset are processes which do not occur gradually. Sun–rise in particular
is an abrupt event that is followed by rapid increases in electron temperatures and densities and
its onset could, thus, give rise to short–lived gravity waves (Emery, 1977). The magnitudes of
the dawn and after dawn winds are different in each of the mid–latitude hemisphere during the
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solstices. During the June solstice, when the sun is in the Northern hemisphere, the magnitude
of mid–latitude wind at and after dawn is more than that of the Southern mid–latitude. The
situation in each case is likely due to the overhead sun which initiates large zonal pressure gra-
dients. These pressure gradients, in turn, drive large westward zonal winds at dawn.

Our results compare favourably with model results of Lei et al. (2003) at 300km over Wuhan
(30.6◦N, 114.4◦E). Furthermore, our results generally agree with the HWM–90 (Horizontal wind
model–90) predictions of Hedin et al. (1991). The HWMwinds in the Southern hemisphere during
summer is westward for most of the diurnal variation and eastward winds are only encountered
within a short interval from about 1600–2000 LT. In the Northern hemisphere, summer wind
direction is western for all day with a small eastward switch from about 1800 to 2200 LT. The
eastward switches during equinoxes occur at about 1500 LT just like the CHAMP measurements.
The change in wind direction for December solstice model winds is at about 1300 LT, while for
CHAMP this change is observed at about 1500 LT. In all cases, nonetheless the CHAMP winds
and HWM winds generally blow westward for most of the day and eastward for most of the
night. The temporal discrepancies observed in the model predictions and CHAMP winds can
be attributed to number of factors ranging from the data used, prevailing conditions and the
difference in latitude bands.

Emery (1977) deduced the quiet–time thermospheric circulation pattern above the Millstone
Hill (42.6◦N, 71.5◦W) with an incoherent scatter radar facility, for the years of 1970 and 1971,
using measured values of ionospheric drift, temperatures and densities. The deduced zonal winds
were eastwards at dusk and westwards at dawn.

In addition, our studies revealed a shift in direction from westward to eastward at 1500 LT for
all the seasons. June solstice winds were significantly more westwards during the morning hours in
the Northern hemisphere mid–latitude than the Southern hemisphere mid–latitude. December
solstice winds are more westwards from about mid–night to morning hours in the Southern
hemisphere mid–latitude. There is a hope for improvement, as 24 hour ground observations
of thermospheric winds have been reported by Gerrard and Meriwether (2011), using newly
developed Second–generation Optimized Fabry–Perot interferometer (SOFDI).
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Chapter 7

Concluding remark and future perspective

The response of Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere (MLT) temperature to energetic par-

ticle precipitation over the Earth’s polar regions is not uniform, due to complex phenomena

within the MLT environment. Nevertheless, the modification of MLT temperatures may

require an event–based study, in order to be better observed.

In this study, model calculations, ground–based and satelliteborne measurements were

employed in a case study and statistical studies. The MC event case study in Chapter 3

suggests a potential cooling effect, an apparent heating effect, or no significant temperature

response to MC–triggered precipitation over SANAE IV in the Southern hemisphere and at

its conjugate vicinity in the Northern hemisphere. These apparent contradictory mesospheric

temperature responses, demonstrate the interhemispheric complexity of the energy budget

in the MLT–region. This motivated another study in Chapter 4 that looks at a plausible

temperature response to SI–triggered precipitation, statistically, as a large set of data may

average out the influence from some of the other energy budget parameters, such as gravity

waves and tides.

The SEA approach presented in Chapter 4, showed a possible heating in the upper meso-

sphere (∼100 km), when considering the possibility that a potential temperature response

could become significant and measurable when it accumulates over time. This is not the same

for the lower mesosphere (below 95 km), wherein, direct particle impact initiated cooling in
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response to the SI event. Similar results were also obtained for the SI case study. With these

results, it was obvious that there is need to study another Geospace event based on layer phe-

nomena (such as PMSE) and geomagnetic activity. The SuperDARN–PMSE event described

in Chapter 5, was considered and examined in relation to atmospheric features, particularly,

temperature. The SuperDARN–PMSE peaks coincide with lower summer mesopause tem-

perature and higher geomagnetic activity. The dependency of SuperDARN–PMSE occur-

rence on the lowering of summer mesopause temperature and equatorward winds, partly,

indicates the importance of pole to pole mesospheric transport circulations in the MLT

energy budget over SANAE IV.

These results encourage a future study, whereby, one could add a memory to the areas of an

event triggered precipitation for evaluating a potential time–dependent MLT temperature

response. In addition, a future study on variation of neutral parameters, such as neutral

winds is motivated. In doing this, a reference quite–time approach would be useful, such

that the observables during quiet conditions can be compared with periods of high solar

activity. For instance, the diurnal variations of upper thermosphere zonal winds during the

recent prolonged low solar activity may elucidate on MLT energy balance. These efforts

can also be directed towards achieving a more self–consistent interpretation of how the

MLT is influenced by magnetospheric processes. A good starting point is, an in–depth

understanding of the thermospheric winds in mid–latitudes (see Chapter 6). Asymmetry in

diurnal thermospheric zonal wind variations is evident during the equinox periods in both

Southern and Northern hemispheres mid–latitudes. The differences observed in the morning

winds at the conjugate mid–latitude bands during the solstices may be attributed to the

solar irradiation. However, the thermospheric zonal winds in this study are longitudinally

averaged and results may thus differ from single station measurements. There is hope for

improvement, as 24 hour ground observations of thermospheric winds at different locations

(using newly developed Second–generation Optimized Fabry–Perot interferometer (SOFDI)),

can be compared with satellite observations.
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Appendix A

Dipole coordinate system

The Earth’s magnetic field can be estimated by a dipole field components from high to the

lowest order:

Br = −2
Bo

r3
sinλ (A.1)

Bλ =
Bo

r3
cosλ (A.2)

with the magnitude expressed as:

B =
B0

r3

√
1 + 3 sin2 λ (A.3)

In this cases, r is the geocentric interspace in units of 1 RE, and Bo in unit of nT is taken

as equatorial field strength at the surface of the Earth. The general assumption is that

the dipole’s originated from the Earth’s center point. The IGRF assimilate higher order

modifications in the dipole field and offers an exact representation of the Earth’s inherent

field. The IGRF modification can be assumed as an eccentric dipole model which entails an

offset in the position of the dipole’s origin.

A magnetic field curves tangential to B can be expressed as:
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dr

rdλ
=
Br

Bλ

, (A.4)

truncating this will result to:

r = L cos2 λ, (A.5)

where the constant of integration L serves to label a magnetic shell. In this case, the invariant

latitude of a magnetic field is given as

Λ = arccos(
1√
L

), (A.6)

and proportional to the latitude at which it traverses the surface of the Earth.

The expanse of a dipole field line in RE unit is:

l(L) =

∫ +Λ

−Λ
L cosλ

√
1 + 3 sin2 λdλ (A.7)

truncating this length of dipole field line yields:

l(L) =
√
L− 1

√
4L− 3 +

L√
3

arcsinh
√

3(1− 1/L) (A.8)
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Appendix B

First order correction techniques

The NOAA/POES MEPED instruments are expected to measure electron flux and proton

flux separately with the two different detectors. Nevertheless, various simulations and vi-

sualisation shows that the NOAA/POES electrons (>30 keV, >100 keV, and >300 keV)

measurements are respectively impaired by protons of 210–2700 keV, 280–2700 keVs, and

440–2700 keV. The MEPED proton channels (p2, p3 and p4) sample only protons with en-

ergies ranging from 80–240 keV, 240–800 keV, 800–2500 keV, respectively. Regrettably, the

channels can not absolutely bracket the range of contaminating protons. Thus, the correc-

tion requires more task than just subtraction. For instance, an electron with energy >30

keV is impaired by more than 210 keV proton energy while the p2 channel starts measuring

from 80 keV proton energy. Similarly, only few fragments of the p3 energy will contribute to

the electron contamination in the >100 and >300 keV energy channels. So, energy spectral

can be assumed since it is not known.

Assuming that the proton energy spectrum takes the form of piecewise series exponential

functions, the total counts within a single band can be defined as:

C =

∫ E2

E1

J(E,Ω, A, t)dEdΩdAdt (B.1)

here the particle energy is E, Ω represents solid angle, the detector area of the silicon

is A, t is taken as time, the differential flux J(E,Ω, A, t) is in unit of cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1
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and at the interval of integration, C is taken as number of counts measured detected by the

telescopes.

It can also be assumed that the impinging flux neither differs with the angle of incidence

nor time so that one can have:

C = G

∫ E2

E1

J(E)dE (B.2)

where the MEPED geometric factor G is taking as .01 cm−2s−1sr−1.

Again, assuming an exponential flux decrease with energy then:

C = G

∫ E2

E1

J0(E) exp(−E/E0)dE (B.3)

The approximate area of the rectangle with the height J(E) as well as width ∆E can be

obtained as:

C = G

∫ E2

E1

J0(E) exp(−E/E0)dE = GJ0 exp
−Ẽ
E0

∆E = GJẼ∆E (B.4)

By employing the approximation in B.4, the counts within the instrument energy channels

can be converted to differential flux using:

J(Ẽ) =
C

G∆E
(B.5)

So that the quantities Ẽ and ∆E can be linked by:

∆E = exp(
Ẽ

E0

)

∫ E2

E1

exp(
−E
E0

)dE (B.6)
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Appendix C

Monte Carlo calculation of electron trajectory

Referable to equation of motion at collision, electron transfers during free flights can be

estimated. Assuming there is motion of electrons in the magnetic field B, the motion can

be expressed as:

d2x

dt2
= ω

d2y

dt
,
d2y

dt2
= −ωdx

dt
,
d2z

dt2
= 0, (C.1)

where ω is the gyrofrequency expressed as:

ω =
eB

mc

√
1− v2

c2
. (C.2)

Starting with the initial time of the free flight (t = 0), the electron velocity, v will be:

dx

dt
= vsinθcosφ,

dy

dt
= vsinθsinφ,

dz

dt
= vcosθ. (C.3)

By truncating equations in Equation C.1, it becomes:

x(t) = xB +
v

ω
sinθsin(ωt− φ)y(t) = yB +

v

ω
sinθcos(ωt− φ)z(t) = z(0) + vtcosθ, (C.4)

where xB and yB represent the magnetic field line coordinates where the electrons are believed
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to spiral:

xB = x(0) +
v

ω
sinθsinφyB = y(0) +

v

ω
sinθcosφ. (C.5)

Also, the distance between collisions is obtained. Here, all the electron characteristics

preceding the n′th collision is indicated by the subscript n. The tendency for n + 1′st

collision to happen is denoted by En+1 and En+1 + dE which is expressed as:

exp(−
∫ En

En+1

µ(E ′)

L(E ′)
dE)

µ(En+1)

L(En+1)
dE, (C.6)

where µ is the scattering coefficient and obtained as:

µ(E) =
πNa exp 4

ρ2v2

∑
i

ωi
Zi(Zi + 1)

Ai

1

ηi(ηi+ 1)
, (C.7)

where Z is the nuclear charge, the effect of screening in terms of η parameter is formulated

as:

η = ηc
1.70× 10−5Z2/3

τ(τ + 2)
, (C.8)

here kinetic energy τ is in units of the electron rest mass, and ηc = 1.13 + 3.76[ Z
137(v/c)

]2; the

average electron energy loss per unit pathlength is L(E) given as:

L(E) =
0.1536

β2
(ΣiWi

Zi
Ai

)log[
τ(τ + 2)

2(I/mc2)2
] + 1− β2 + [τ 2/8− (2τ + 1)log2]/(τ + 1)2, (C.9)

where E as earlier noted is the electron energy; mc2 as rest mass; c and v are the velocities

of light and electron respectively; Ai and wi are the atomic weight and the fraction by

medium weight of the ith constituent respectively; the average excitation in the required

energy medium is I; also the Na is Avogadro’s number and can be taken as:

πNa exp 4

ρ2v2
= 0.150[

τ + 1

τ(τ + 2)
]2. (C.10)

In this case, the mean free path length lm can be obtained as: lm = 1/µ(E). Therefore, the
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average number of collisions taking this path, q can be evaluated using continuous–slowing–

down approximation hence:

q =

∫ En

En+1

µ(E)

L(E)
dE (C.11)

which has a function eq. Sampling the value of En+t will require an exponential distribution:

q = −logζ, (C.12)

where ζ is the evenly distributed (between 0 and 1) random number. Knowing this, one can

solve for En+1 as a function of En and q. Using interpolation techniques this can be achieved

(see Chapter 3 of this thesis).

Therefore, in the computation of the energy deposited, about (E0 − Ec)/E0 can be

properly terminated using the Green–Peterson formula which is given as:

L(E) = 1440
Z∗

A
[Σj(

E

cj
)dj ]−1, (C.13)

where Z∗ is the effective number of atoms, the parameters (numerical) c′js and d′js are with

values for N2 and O2 and can be obtained from MSIS-E-90 model.

During the computation, the energy deposition at different altitudes for each of the elec-

tron trajectory was taken:

smb =
zm(hb)− zm.n

Cosθn
; (C.14)

where,

zm(hb) =

∫ ho

h

D(h′b)dh
′

is taken as the atmospheric depth with D(h′b) taken as the density, the electrons are made

to pass through the scoring boundary hb within the collisions from n′th to n + 1′ st, and

Zm(hb) is the thickness of the mass at various heights. The interspace, sm, advanced by the

electrons within the boundary b is expressed as:

sm =

∫ En

En+1

dE

L(E)
= ro(En)− ro(En+1) (C.15)
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This can be obtained by using interpolation (see Chapter 3) of the atmospheric mean range,

ro relative to observed electron energy E, with stopping power L within the n′th point of

collision to the required boundary being smb.
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